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Message

V Somanna
District in-charge Minister, Kodagu Dsitrict
Minister for Housing, Government of Karnataka

Kodagu district faced unprecedented natural disasters during the monsoon of 2018 and 2019. With the experience of 2018, as a precaution, the District Administration undertook significant programmes like conducting
workshops and training for different target groups as part of preparedness drive. The success of those preparedness initiatives was visible during the disaster in August 2019. The alertness of the administration helped in
managing the disaster well.
It is indeed appropriate that the efforts are documented. This report will provide the required information and
the impetus to build a district disaster relief plan for those who would like to know about the different aspects.
I understand that many individuals with expertise from within and outside the District Administration have
contributed to the making of this report. After publication of this report, it has to be circulated and shared
among the numerous stake holders.
I am happy to inform that the State Government extended financial, technical and human resource assistance
in a timely manner to enable the District Administration to manage the crisis situation well.
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Foreword

Annies Kanmani Joy, IAS
Deputy Commissioner, Kodagu
Chairperson, District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA)

When we look back, the disasters that troubled us during August 2018 and 2019 stand out as the major crisis in
the recent times. We had to face the wrath of the nature without any forewarning in 2018 and hence we learnt
some major lessons. Being prepared for calamities was one such important lesson.
I am delighted to write this foreword not only because a report of this nature is rare but also because I believe
that this report is going to serve as a document and a ready reckoner to other District Administrations, involved in planning their preparedness initiatives for disaster management. I acknowledge the whole hearted
support received from the other departments during the preparation, the disaster and also post disaster.
As stated by Andy Gilman, “The secret to crisis management is not good vs bad. Its preventing the bad from
getting worse.” Delivering with the given challenges and to act upon the available opportunities was our only
intention during the crisis and our foresightedness in doing adequate preparedness activities aided in managing the disaster.
As this report underscores, the Kodagu District Administration has collaboratively set new norms and carried
out well planned disaster preparedness initiatives and managed the disaster in the best possible manner in an
attempt to reduce the loss to human and animal life in 2019.
Kodagu district needs a long term disaster management plan and this document will definitely play a crucial
role in its making. I thank the members of Multimedia Resource Centre, MIC, Manipal Academy of Higher
Education, Dr Shubha H S, Mr Shreeraj Gudi and Mr K Mohandas Pai for their diligent work in shaping this
report. I would like to thank Mr Ukesh, IAS (Probationer) for steering the activities of this task group and also
providing some useful and critical inputs. Inputs by Mr Prabhat amd Mr Manohar were timely and added value
to the report.
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Message

B A Harish
President, Zilla Panchayat, Kodagu
Co-Chairman, District Disaster Management Authority, Kodagu District

Ever since our preparedness initiatives began in the early months of 2019, there was a need felt to capture the
information and collate it into a report. This report is an effort towards documenting the same. This document
presents all the preparedness initiatives taken up by the Kodagu District Administration with the complete
support of the Zilla Panchayat and the other administrative departments that include the personnel belonging
to the Police, health department, NGO’s Fire department, NDRF, NGO’s among others and each and every
individual belonging to the rescue operations.
Additionally, the report presents views of over 40 individuals who in one way or the other have worked for or
have been affected by the Kodagu disaster in 2018 or 2019. It is a well recorded document and can serve as a
reference to others who are taking initiatives in preparing for disasters in the future.
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Acronyms

Adl DC: Additional Deputy Commissioner
AEE : Assistant Executive Engineer
BPL: Below Poverty Line
CCDRR : Child Centric Disaster Risk Reduction
CDI : Child Development Index
CMG : Crisis Management Group
CRS: Calamity Relief Section
CSR : Child Sex Ratio
DAR : District Armed Reserve
DC: Deputy Commissioner
DDMA : District Disaster Management Authority
DDMP : District Disaster Management Plan
DEO : District Education Officer
DHO : District Health Officer
DM : Disaster Management
DPI: Department of Public Instructions
DRR : Disaster Risk Reduction
DWCD : Department of Women and Child Developement
EE: Executive Engineer
EOC : Emergency Operations Centre
GDI : Gender Development Index
HRVC : Hazard, Risk,Vulnerability & Capacity Analysis
IAS : Indian Administrative Service
IPS : Indian Police Service
KAS : Karnataka Administrative Service
KSRP : Karnataka State Reserve Police
MDG : Millennium Development Goals
NCC : National Cadet Corps
NDMA : National Disaster Management Authority

NDRF : National Disaster Response Force
NIC : National Informatics Centre
NSS: National Service Scheme
PDS : Public Distribution System
PI : Police Inspector
PMGSY : Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
PRED : Panchayat and Rural Engineering Department
PSI : Police Sub Inspector
PWD: Public Works Department
RARC: Regional Agricultural Research Centre
RDPR: Rural Development and Panchayat Raj Department
RGHCL : Rajiv Gandhi Housing Corporation Limited
RI : Revenue Inspector
RTO : Regional Transport Officer
RWS : Rural Water Supply
SDG : Sustainable Development Goals
SDRF: State Disaster Response Force
SFDRR : Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
SHG : Self Help Group
UNCSD : United Nation’s Conference on Sustainable
Development
UNICEF : United Nations Children’s Fund
UNSDP: United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Program
VDO: Village Development Officer
WASH : Water Sanitation and Hygine
ZP: Zilla Panchayat
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This report was commissioned by the Kodagu District Administration as a document of the disaster that occured in August 2019. This is a comprehensive document consisting of the reports of the
various administrative departments in the Kodagu district. This document was first submitted on
30 September 2019. It was reviewed by the DC and UNICEF representative at Kodagu Dsitrict
Administration. After the changes were implemented, the document was reviewed again and the final
submission of the report was on 20 November 2019.
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Introduction
Why this report

D

isasters take a toll on human beings, more so
when it reoccurs year after year. Kodagu in
the last 13 months has seen disasters, attracting the
attention of people from different parts of the world.
Popularly known as the Scotland of Karnataka, the
strikingly beautiful land of the Kodavas witnessed
unusually heavy rainfalls causing landslides and
flooding in 2018 and 2019.
While in 2018, hundreds of people were left homeless
with vast damage and loss to human lives, animals and
property in Madikeri and Somwarpete Talukas. The fury
returned in 2019, mainly in the third Taluka of Virajpete.
It is hence appropriate, that a report of this
nature is brought out that documents the District
Administration`s focus in 2019 on reducing the
causalities and damage during disaster with forthright
planning and preparation.
Learning from the experience of 2018 crisis, the
Kodagu District Administration, in coordination
with all the allied departments and with the support
of UNICEF, in 2019, took commendable steps and
developed some benchmark guidelines with which
they could tackle the disaster.

3
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Structure of the Report

The report is organised in seven sequential chapters.

•

In the first Introduction chapter, the landscape, history and weather conditions in Kodagu District is outlined to situate the nature and context of the report.

•

The second chapter, Planning, examines the preparedness initiatives of the District Administration in consultation with UNICEF.

•

The third chapter, Calamity, presents the disaster that took place during August 8, 9 and 10, 2019.

•

Chapter four titled Emergency Relief Response examines the response, rescue and relief operations during
the disaster consolidating the information related to damage assessment, emergency relief response (WASH,
Food and Nutrition, Shelter and settlement, Food and Non food items, Health) compensation etc.,

•

Chapter five Recovery, discusses recovery, rehabilitation and the reconstruction process.

•

Chapter six called Disaster Risk Reduction discusses the disaster and its management with recommendations for recovery plan and resilient community model for development.

•

Chapter seven Way Forward, presents mitigation detailing, cross cutting themes, lessons learnt and the way
forward.

•

Further in the annexures, the report illustrates the media coverage of the disaster through English and Kannada newspapers, e-newspapers, Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Blogs, News-websites etc. Also in
the annexure are copies of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, Sendai Framework for Disaster 20152030, Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015, Prime Minister’s 10 point agenda for Disaster Relief Response, Guidelines for Disaster Management Committees, SOP’s for Disaster Management among others.

•

Narratives of over thirty stakeholders are presented as stories, appropriately scattered through the various
chapters.
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History, Landscape, and Weather

Home to about six lakh people, the Kodagu district of
Karnataka, nestled in the Western Ghats is one of the
picturesque hill stations of the country. Known for its
natural landscape, its warrior community and as the
land of coffee, it lies in the south-west part of Karnataka state, occupying an area of 4102 square kilometers.
The district with a literacy rate of 82.61% is divided
into three Talukas, i.e., Madikeri, Somwarpete and Virajpete. Madikeri is the head-quarters of the Kodagu
district.

Predominant occupation being agriculture, crops
such as Coffee, Pepper, Cardamom, Paddy and Agroforestry are common. The landscape is rich in
forest land and wildlife and houses India’s three wildlife
sanctuaries and one national park. Kaveri, is known
as the queen of Coorg waters and rises in the
Bramhagiri ranges, near the top of the hill. The
river Kaveri is generally tranquil during its course
through Kodagu except at a few passages. During
monsoon it rises to an impetuous torrent, floating down
shrubs and trees from its crumbling banks and over
flowing for a few days the adjoining country. (Benjamin Lewis Rice, 2004).

5
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The lowest parts of Kodagu are about 3000 feet
above mean sea level (MSL) and its highest peaks
Tadiandimol and Pushpagiri rise to a height of 5781
feet and 5682 feet respectively. Madikeri is 4506 feet
above MSL.
The temperature in Kodagu ranges from 11 degrees
to 28 degrees Celsius, summer months of April and
May being the warmest. The annual rainfall in the region may exceed 4064 mm in some areas, beginning
from July-August, sometimes continuing with light
showers until November. The valleys are rarely without
fog, sometimes dense or else mild.
The geological formation of the Coorg mountains is
indicated by the sharply defined outline of the
western ghats, a feature characteristic of granitic rocks.
The constant action of the stormy monsoon rains, however, followed by scorching east winds and a burning
sun, has greatly affected the surface of the mountains
and a perpetual process of disintegration of the uppermost portions has imparted to them a somewhat
rounded appearance, which does not occur where the
atmospheric influences are less severe and the alterations of temperature less sudden (ibid).
On July 9, 2018, mild tremors were felt in parts of
Kodagu between 12.50 pm and 1.10 pm. A mild
tremor that rattled furniture and utensils, forcing residents to run out of homes in fear, were felt in Somwarpete, Suntikoppa, Shanthali and parts of Madikeri. The
Indian Meteorological department noted it as 3.4 on
the Ritcher scale.
The GSI has made an inventory of over 150 landslip-prone spots in Kodagu alone. They make up nearly 20% of the 704 spots in Karnataka’s Western Ghats
region.
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During monsoons of 2018, Kodagu experienced
very heavy rainfall. From January 1 to August 31,
2018 (8 months), the cumulative rainfall in the
Kodagu district was 3464 mm, 32% more that
the average annual rainfall in the recent 20 years.
Madikeri and Somwarpete Taluka received cumulative rainfalls of 4692 mm (32% more compared
to the average annual rainfall for last 20 years) and
2701 mm (28% more compared to the average annual rainfall for last 20 years) respectively (S Madhusoodhanan et al, 2019).
From August 10 to 17, 2018, Madikeri experienced
severe rainfall of about 800 to 850 mm (almost
25% of the total annual rainfall in the last 20 years).
Landslides occurred due to heavy rainfall. These events resulted in many
damages to existing infrastructure in Dakshina
Kannada and Kodagu districts.
The Geological Survey of India (2018) report
identified 105 confirmed landslides in 2018. The
damage caused due to very heavy rainfall in August
2018 resulted in 20 loss of human life, 268 livestock deaths, 4056 damaged houses and 103633.88
hectares of crop loss. Rs.1400 crore infrastructure
loss was reported.
The 2018 disaster was a wake-up call. The district
authorities, caught unaware initially, handled the
disaster seamlessly. The aftermath taught lessons in
preparedness. Along with UNICEF the District
Administration conducted various meetings and a
preparedness plan was finalized.

7
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Environment, disaster and development are inextricably linked and have to be dealt with proactively. It has to
be done in an integrated manner to reduce the risk of disasters or losses and to harness the maximum benefit
of development for society and economy, which forms the basis of sustainable development. Thus, Disaster
Risk Management (DRM) has two major facets – one : the disaster reduction that builds on preventive and
mitigative actions and largely converges with environmental action and utilizes Climate Change Adaptation as
the key means, and two: a proactively planned and tested Disaster Response Co-ordination Plan. Both these
facets of DRM concern avoiding or minimizing environmental compromises, and maximizing resilience of
communities and governance to climatic risks.
The Disaster Management Act, 2005 and Disaster Management policy 2009, envisages disaster risk reduction
instead of the conventional relief centric approach. Through India’s commitment to Hyogo Framework for
Action, 2005-15, Sendai Framework 2015-2030, the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC, 2008),
now it is mandated to implement DM plan systematically, keeping the international guidelines in mind. The
year 2015 was a landmark year for the United Nations and Global Development Agenda. The convergence
of interests and global concerns for sustainable development, disaster risk reduction and climate change has
led to the formation of a new roadmap for a sustainable and safe world together; The Sendai framework for
disaster risk reduction, The Sustainable Development Goals and The Paris Climate Agreement are some of the
agreements of global significance that provide opportunities to build coherence across different but overlapping policy areas.
However, when the overall implementation of such projects and schemes are observed at the state or district
level, it is seen that a low level horizontal and vertical coordination exists between departments. These gaps
undermine the ability to translate concepts and policies into execution/action on the ground. On the contrary,
the team Kodagu displayed a wonderful synergy of efforts in successfully countering the challenge put up by
the nature. This document would help the future administration to continue the synergy displayed by the officers and staff during the 2019 calamity.

S Suresh Kumar
Minister for Primary and Secondary Education, Govt of Karnataka

The District Administration took lessons from the 2018 experience and started
efforts of preparedness well before the monsoon. However, the administration
anticipated landslides in the region, but it was rain and flood which devastated the
district. Hats off to the Kodagu team, they showed the strength of Stree Shakti
(Women Power). The administration worked wonderfully and earned the respect of
each and every person of the district. The distribution of compensation to the victims has been completed to a great
extent. Now the actual rebuilding has to start. I had instructed to shift few of the villages permanently to safe locations
that is yet to start. The district should look into permanent relief measures.
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A

good disaster management strategy minimizes the chance of a hazard degenerating into a disaster. Kodagu District Administration priotorised to manage the pre-disaster risks well in time so as to be able to
successfully manage the post disaster events.
The first 72 hours after a disaster are crucial: response should begin to save the lives. The first responders are
always the SP, CEO, MLA’s and the local community in any emergency. The local population almost always
covers the immediate lifesaving needs during disasters. If preparedness of the community is good, response
will be better.

The experience and team work we witnessed this year when compared to last year
is very different. This time the area where disaster took place was very vast compared to last year. Last year we were dependent on NDRF and Army for search
and rescue operation. The police preparedness was not as much as this year. The
way the mud came down last year, we realized that there is no strength in the mud
anymore and this is going to be an annual affair. We had conducted training for
police staff and fire and emergency and formed teams.

Dr Suman D P

IPS, SP, Kodagu

After the 2018 multi-hazard calamity in Kodagu, UNICEF, Hyderabad field office supported in preparing the
Kodagu Comprehensive Response Plan. It was aimed to support the District Administration in Health, Nutrition, WASH, Education and Child Protection activities so as to strengethen the preparedness activities.
Health and Nutritional system strengthening workshops conducted under KCRP had elicited a path for training on Mass Casualty Management, conveyance of Hospital Safety Audit and Hospital Disaster Management
Plan, development of Guidelines for emergency ad-hoc health services, and Strengthening of Nutritional Rehabilitation Center. Workshop on Water Sanitation and Hygiene Promotion (WASH) for the Panchayat Development Officers prompted an avenue for the convergence of Swach Bharath Mission into disaster response and
village disaster management plan. Menstrual Hygiene Management and Safety training and schools were the
facilitated by the KCRP in the response phase.
Also under the chairmanship of the Deputy Commissioner, Kodagu, KCRP had facilitated a district-level
disaster management meeting aimed to strengthen the DDMA, revision of DDMP and development of Village
Disaster Management Plan on March 15, 2019. Representatives from Karnataka State Natural Disaster Monitoring Center (KSNDMC), Karnataka State Remote Sensing Application Center (KSRSAC), Geological Survey
of India (GSI), Center for Disaster Management - Administrative Training Institute (CDM - ATI), Mysore,
Christ (deemed to be )university, UNICEF, Hyderabad, and all district level officers participated in it. This
meeting accelerated the Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Emergency Relief and Response (ERR) planning
and action in the district.
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Hazard, Risk, Vulnerability and Capacity Assessment
District Administration notified 32 localities as vulnerable for the landslide and flood for the year 20192020. District Administration had adopted Hazard Mapping, Historic Profile, Seasonal Calendar and
Hazard Matrix as a tool for the hazard analysis. Kodagu district’s National Landslide Susceptibility Map (NLSM)
GSI’s initial note, comprehensive KSRSAC’s landslide report, KSNDMC’s comprehensive data and local
resources/information were the major primary and secondary source for the hazard analysis. District level
National Informatics Center and Natural Resources Data Management System, Vulnerability analysis was
performed under the nodal officers (district level officers specially appointed by Deputy Commissioner for
each localities for ERR and DRR activities) of respective Gram Panchayat’s adopting field visit, inspection,
focus group discussion, special gram sabha’s, village level primary and secondary data from GPs and other
sources. For social and institutional analysis, Indian Disaster Resource Network templates were simplified and
tailored for the local need.

Revision of Disaster Management Plan

The KSNDMC, UNICEF supported KCRP with the support of Christ (deemed to be) University worked on
gap-identification of DDMP and the development of DDMP 2019-20.

Formulation of the Crisis Management Group
The district level Crisis Management Group was formulated, headed by the Deputy Commissioner including
all officers having administrative control over the key resource organizations. This group has the major
responsibility to manage the situation during emergencies/ crisis.
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This year the DC formed committees. I was incharge of relief materials and centres. List
of relief centres were prepared. As we had prepared what to do, the change in location
did not affect much.

Ms Lakshmi Priya

IAS, CEO, Kodagu

Formulation of District Level Committees, Task Force and Plan of Action
As per the suggestions from UNICEF supported KCRP there were eight district level sub-committees formed
by Deputy Commissioner for the Emergency Relief Response. They were : Early Warning and Evacuation,
Search and Rescue, Relief Management, Nutrition Food and WASH, Shelter Management, First aid, mass
casualty and Health, Damage Assessment and Reconstruction. Further, specific guidelines were issued by the
DDMA to these committees. In accordance with the guidelines and in consultation with the expert agencies,
plan of action for each committee was derived. These committees worked in coordination with Nodal officers
appointed for the vulnerable Gram Panchayats. As per the directions of the Principal Secretary, Disaster Management, Revenue department, Government of Karnataka, the District Task Force was formulated and delegated the responsibilities of desilting, removal of debris, electricity supply etc as a part of south-west monsoon
preparedness. Also, a specific guideline on the services to be assured in case of any calamity and response time
were assigned to the district task force by the DDMA.

Compared to last year, this year the damage has been very less. As people
are educated and aware there was no loss to life during the flood. This year we are
identifying safe areas to permanent shift people who have built houses near the
river so that the same problem does not arise again. The landslides were accidental,
therefore we lost few lives.

Sri Appachu Ranjan

MLA, Madikeri

Wherever there were landslides last year, this year we had taken precautions in
those areas. Other than the landslide instances in Virajpete and Korangala,
appropriate action was taken due to the preparedness by the district
administration. It was a difficult situation, but we tried our level best along with
4
the District Administartion. Security forces like NDRF, Police along with local
youths did a commendable job in rescuing people.

Sri K G Bopiah

MLA, Virajpete
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Appointment of Nodal officers for the Vulnerable Gram Panchayat’s
Deputy Commissioner appointed the district level officers as the nodal officer for the identified
vulnerable gram panchayats. Nodal officers, PDOs, Revenue Inspectors and Village Accountants from the
respective villages were provided with a half-day training on vulnerability assessment and ERR
planning by UNICEF supported KCRP Consultant. Nodal officers were delegated the responsibility of
vulnerability assessment, plan for the Emergency Relief Response adopting the community participation
through team formation etc. For the vulnerability assessment observation, inspection, structured interview,
and focus group discussion were used as a tool. Special Grama Sabha in every Gram Panchayat and few
Ward-Sabha’s conducted discussions to chalk out the ERR plan. The details were documented in the
Gram Panchayat’s and shared through google spreadsheet for further discussion with the district level
committees.

Mrs Lokeshwari Gopal

VP, Zilla Panchayat

Before monsoon began, we had a water crisis. The DC was very alert and everyone
followed her directions, Gram panchayat and Zilla panchayat members took up rescue
15
work very seriously. They were ably aided by the locals. The loss to human life was
much less due to the involvement of every one. We could have not done anything without the support of the
local people. They are the ones who know the contours of the landscape, where are the houses and who lives
there. Young people, without caring for their own life safety, have taken all efforts during the rescue operations.
The pride of Kodagu this time is that the DC, SP and CEO, all three women, have visited each location and
worked together.

Formulation of Village Disaster Management Committees

In all, 104-Gram Panchayat’s of Kodagu district, Village Disaster Management Committees were formed with
a view to develop a Village Disaster Management Plan (VDMP) and to further inculcate it in the Gram Panchayat Development Plan. The ERR was the focus of VDMP.

We had sent notices to 190 houses along the river bed about very heavy rainfall. They were
asked to vacate by August 7, 2019. It is routine that the notice is given every year and
ganji kendras are opened every year. So people didn’t take it seriously. If the water level
increases till almost their house, they will still say let it enter the house, then we will come
to the ganji kendra.

Sri Krishna
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Community Participation in Village Level Disaster Preparedness
Community was entrusted to be a focal point in the Gram Panchayat level Emergency Relief Response plan.
At Ward-Sabha’s and special Gram-Sabha’s, focus group discussions and interviews were organized in the 4
process of ERR, comprising of Search, Rescue, Evacuation, WASH, Nutrition and Food Security, Shelter and
Settlement and Health. Eleven village level ERR teams were formulated i.e for evacuation, early warning, first
aid, shelter etc. comprising of villagers, ASHA worker, Junior Health Assistant Females etc. Capacity building
training along with mock drills were conducted in the third week of June 2019 at village levels. Accordingly
Kodagu Road Map June 2019 –May 2020 was prepared under the guidance of UNICEF which talks about
four basic components: Health, Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), Nutrition and WASH.
In the Health sector, the District Administration reviewed the existing policies and programs on Disaster
Management and provided technical support in mainstreaming Child-Centred – Disaster Risk Reduction
(CC-DRR). Further facilitating capacity building programs with a special focus on integrating CC-DRR in
development planning was added.
The road map 2019-2020 advices the administration to support the Department of Health and Family Welfare, Kodagu district to review the existing strategies and action plans on Hospital Safety, to review of existing
practices modules in alignment with programs on hospital safety and providing technical support with special
emphasis on CC-DRR. As the community is the first responder in any calamity, UNICEF advised and helped
in drafting Village Disaster Management Plan (VDMP) and District Disaster Management Plan (DDMP).

HEALTH: Mass Casualty Management & Hospital Disaster Management Plan
In order to provide prompt and effective medical care to the maximum possible and in order to minimize
morbidity and mortality with a focus on women and children, the road map stressed on the need to optimally
prepare the staff (MCM Focus), institutional resources and make the community aware of sequential steps that
should be taken.

Along with Taluka hospital and zilla hospital, training for preparedness to handle
mass causalities was conducted. Deployment of ambulances, wheelchair, oxygen
cylinders in each camp was readied. 4 Mobile health units were deployed near
rehabilitation centres who would go and check people in each centre.

Dr Mohan

DHO, Kodagu
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DRR: Advocacy Document on Recovery and Mitigation

To make Kodagu disaster resilient, to substantially reduce disaster risk, and significantly decrease the loss to
life, livelihoods, and assets – economic, physical, social, cultural, and environmental – the advocacy
document aimed at maximizing the ability to cope with disasters at all levels of administration as well as
among the communities. The road map guided in organising workshops on Recovery and Disaster Risk
Reduction and at the district level, workshop on Risk-Informed Programming. As per the road map, the
administration conducted the workshops enabling capacity building for Police, Fire and Emergency Services
department, Revenue, Zilla Panchayat, CHESCOM, PWD, NDRF/SDRF, NCC, NSS, Scouts and Guides,
ASHA workers, NGOs and also for elected representatives.

DRR: Village Disaster Management Plan

As per the road map, a comprehensive Village Disaster Management Plan was prepared with the intent
of integrating it into Gram Panchayat Development Plan. One of the prime intention of the plan was the
formation of Village Disaster Management Committee and develop ERR and DRR
planning as per the need of that village, with specific focus on women, children and aged people.

DRR: Individual Children Disaster Preparedness and School Disaster Management Plan

With an aim to ensure the safety of the students and the staff and members of their families during an
emergency, individual Disaster Preparedness Capacity Development workshops for teachers and students were
conducted. At many schools, Disaster Management Teams and School Disaster Management Plan were also
formed. This exercise helped the administration to take stock of available or missing resources and helped in
organizing an efficient response.

DRR: Women-centered Capacity Development on Community Based Disaster Management
In order to strengthen the capacity of women in individual, family and community disaster preparedness, a
series of women-centered capacity building training on disaster preparedness were conducted. The UNICEF
assisted program also aimed to train over 50,000 women from all three Talukas, with the involvement of
Self Help Groups (SHG).
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Police

Under the guidance of SP, the district Police conducted special training for its all ranks. An adventure team
from Bangalore assisted in training the Police personal. Special teams for search, rescue, relief were formed.
All police stations were given clear instructions to immediately report any kind of eventualities in their
respective limits.

Police Control Room

A police wireless control room, with special focus on disaster management was set up at the SP office. This
control room also co-ordinated with the DDMA control room at Deputy Commissioner`s office. This
mechanism resulted in better co-ordination during the calamity.

Deployment of NDRF/SDRF/ KSRP

Four rescue teams from District Armed Reserve (DAR) battalion were formed and kept on high alert
24/7. A unit of NDRF, SDRF and KSRP were permanently stationed at the district in order to overcome the
challenges arising from the natural calamity. The police department also initiated the task of bringing people
from the low-lying areas to safe locations. A Hazard, Risk Vulnerability Assessment (HRVA) was conducted
in order to identify sensitive areas.

Army/Air Services
Army units nearby Madikeri were identified and kept on standby. Their resource capabilities like boats, divers,
and rafts were ascertained prior. A helicopter was also kept on standby in Mysore.

Fire and Emergency Services
District Fire brigade also conducted special training to its men in order to over come challenges put-forth by
the natural calamity. Special training on river crossing, clearing debris, crossing ridges was conducted during
these sessions. A joint activity/ training program of all forces (Police, SDRF, NDRF, Fire and Emergency) was
conducted at Hatti Hole in order to provide near real time experience to men in uniform. This joint exercise of
all these forces helped in establishing better co-ordination between officers and all ranks of these forces.
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Joint Mock drills

The 10th Battalion National Disaster Response Force, Vijayawada, AP was deployed in Madikeri from the last
week of May 2019. NDRF in collaboration with the Department of Fire and Emergency and Civil Defense Cell
conducted two large scale mock drill on landslide and flood in Madikeri and Somwarpete Talukas respectively.
NDRF also engaged in familiarization exercise in the vulnerable villages for about a month. Three separate
mock drills were conducted by the department of Fire and Emergency in Madikeri Taluka. Media was involved
in all the mock drills.

Procurement of the equipment
Procurement list was obtained by the DDMA from the concerned departments. Procurement process of
essential equipment’s for the Emergency Relief Response equipment’s were completed on time. Funding was
mobilized under SDRF through Government E-Marketing (GeM). The health-related essential requirements
were facilitated under the National Health Mission Funding. The administration was also prepared with good
stock of medicines, blankets, mats, clothes, undergarments, food stocking - rice, wheat, LPG cylinder and other
daily needs of affected people. More importantly, the department of Food and Civil Supplies was made a nodal
department for collection and maintenance of food items. Instead of centralized stock at district headquarters,
the administration put the Tehashil head quarters incharge of these materials, which helped in speedy processing during the emergency.

Supply Chain / Logistic Support plan
Under the guidance of SP, Kodagu a detailed route plan was prepared by District Police to supply relief
materials in a logistically efficient way. Administration also hired essential requirements like Four Wheel Jeeps,
transport trucks, JCB`s, from private partners in the district.

Engineering Agencies
As per the instructions of the District Administration the Engineering agencies like PRED-PWD-PMGSYRWS conducted a route survey of all the bridges and roads under its limits. The areas were bifurcated and
identified as per the vulnerability. The affected routes like Makoota and others, during 2018 landslides, were
also taken into consideration. Trenches were cleared to enable water flow without any blockages.
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Task Force

The District Administration formed a taskforce consisting of engineering agencies, BSNL and CHESCOM
so a that a better co-ordination may be achieved in order to restore communication network during crisis
period. Money was given in advance to these agencies in order to hire immediate labour teams to restore
networks.

Department of Health and Family welfare
With the assistance from UNICEF and BMCRI the Department of Health and Family Welfare conducted
a mass casualty-management training program. It further conducted an extensive capacity building
program for Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA) workers with concentration on WASH
component. Before August 2019, the Health Department was equipped with good stock of medicine,
medical instruments and equipment in order to move and treat causalities. Through its network of
Primary Health Centres (PHC) and sub-centres’ at Taluka level the department conducted awareness drive on
various diseases that might breakout during the situation of flood and landslide. Through door to door
campaign by ASHA workers and with the aid of
communication tools like posters and public lectures,
the department prepared to face the calamity. The
DHO took initiation and distributed responsibilities to
each of his staff members in the district which helped
in better understanding and co-ordination during the
calamity.

Zilla Panchayat
Members of Zilla Panchayat, President, Vice President and CEO conducted capacity building activities for
elected representatives of Gram Panchayats. The focus was on 56 villages, that were identified as sensitive,
based on 2018 calamity. This exercise helped the District Administration to achieve better co-ordination between all these stake holders. Empowering PDO was another major step towards de-centralising the authority,
which generated positive results both during and after calamity.
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Department of Forests
As Kodagu consist the core of Malanad or Western Ghat region, the department of Forests plays an important role in the administration of the district. It may be in identifying vulnerable areas, movement of animals
and also in conserving total natural beauty of the district. Drawing lessons from 2018 experience, the Forest
department kept all its staff on alert mode. Anti-Poaching Camps (APC) were also given instruction to inform
control room about land slide, tree fall, increase of water levels in streams etc. The department also conducted
rescue preparedness exercise for its staff and scientifically clear debris of dead animals during calamity. The
department also took private Raft and Boating clubs into confidence and prepared them to assist the administration and also to face the calamity.

District Administration

The District Administration was quick to pick up learning from 2018 experience. It started preparation in
the winter itself. Along with assistance from UNICEF, IMD, CDM, ATI, KSNDMC, KSRPAC and other
institutions,the District Administration conducted all the preparatory activities successfully. Starting from strengthening the District Disaster Management Authority to involve elected representatives, providing shelter and fodder to cattle, the administration did not leave any stone unturned. The
administration identified the HVRA areas into severe, heavy and medium, based on vulnerability.
After consultation with Food and Civil Supplies Department, the administration prepared a list of items
to be purchased during calamity. This is one of the ideal practices to bring in transparency in the system.

DDMA Control Room

District level control room was set up under DDMA
in order to implement better co-ordination among
various departments. In addition to this, in order to
establish better communication network with public, a
central Whatsapp number 8550001077 was created to
receive distress message from public. A control room
was tasked to monitor these messages from public and
assign/ alert respective departments.
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Identification of Locations to setup Relief Camps
In order to reduce chaos during emergency situation, the District Administration identified safe locations to
set up relief camps. It also kept departments in case of government building and private owners ( in the case of
private property) informed about taking their property to create relief camps. Further, the administration also
identified nodal officers (local area), supervisors for effective management and monitoring in the camps.

Rain Monitoring

In the absence of flood early warning mechanism
available in the country, the District Administration
kept few of its officials permanently posted at Bhagamandala area. These officials were tasked to monitor
the rain and report increase of water flow in the river
Kaveri, so that the low lying areas in the district may be
alerted and necessary action be initiated.

We get real time alerts on our phone when the rainfall is more than 2 inches. Every gram
panchayat has the system. It is said that Karnataka’s network is the largest network in the
world that records weather readings. KSNMDC takes data from IMD and other agencies,
complies it and send it to us. Everyday predictions are sent based on rainfall forecast

Sri Shamsuddin

Asst. Director, Land Records

Money to Rural Local Bodies
The administration allocated upto Rs. 50,000/- in advance to Gram Panchayats to be used for cleaning and
removal of debris in the eventuality of calamity.

Evacuation Notice
A detailed suvery of low lying areas and people living in higher ridges was conducted, and accordingly, the
administration issued evacuation notices to families in these areas. The administration also offered to pay
Rs.10,000/- per month for the next three months as rental charges to these evacuated families. PDO and
Village Accountants were tasked to conduct these duties.
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Availability of Cash

In order to cut down the risk of drying out of ATMs and operational cut down of banking services, the
administration coordinated with state level banking committee and requested them to keep all banks open.
Further, the administration also requested to the banks to make sure enough cash was available in
ATMs. With respect to availability of money with administration, the DC had withdrawn sufficient
liquid cash from PD and same was sanctioned to Tahashildars and Executive Officers at Taluka level.

Fuel Availability
By coordinating with Union Petroleum Ministry and oil companies, the administration assured availability
of fuel and stock in the district during the time of calamity.

Liaison and Partnership Activities
District Administration conducted three workshops on liaison and partnership for Non-Governmental
Organizations, Media personnel and Elected Representatives, NCC, NSS and Scouts and guides.

NSS /NCC
As per Kodagu Road Map 2019-2020, a day long “Emergency Relief Response and Disaster Risk Reduction”
training was conducted for NSS volunteers from different colleges of the district. Over 114 NSS volunteers (70
girls and 44 boys) and four faculty members were trained in this session. During the training the Emergency
Relief Response Team comprising of NSS volunteers lead by NSS coordinators was formed. Initiation of the
Social Media Based Disaster Management Learning Hub (SM-DM-LH), that is the pilot to test the dissemination of DM learnings to youths through e-learning module was taken up. Web-Based Training Management
Information System (WB – TMIS) is a tool for communication. If the need arises, the District Disaster Management Authority, Deputy Commissioner’s Office, Kodagu District, Madikeri had instructed the ‘Emergency
Relief Response Teams’ of NSS volunteers to prepare themselves for deployment. The NCC cadets were given
similar trainings and kept on alert for deployment.
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Scouts, Guides

After viewing the services of the Scouts and Guides in calamities across the country, especially during the
response to the 2018 Kodagu calamity, the District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) Deputy
Commissioner’s Office, Kodagu District, conducted an Emergency Relief Response Preparedness Training for
the Scouts, Guides and Rangers, Rovers in Madikeri with a view to utilize them during ERR. Also, the training
was aimed at inculcating “Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Culture of Safety” skills among them.
The two day “Emergency Relief Response Team” residential training program that was conducted was the
preparedness for Emergency Relief Response confining to Kodagu district. However, participants were from
across the state especially from flood-prone, landslide susceptible and multi-hazard inclined districts. Formulation of the Emergency Relief Response Team comprising of Rangers and Rovers was the significant outcome
of the training.

UNICEF supported programs triggered District Administration to prepare a
comprehensive disaster management and ERR plan. Committees were formed under the
leadership of DC in order to address the issue. Kodagu was one of the few districts in
the country which created a mechanism for ERR and successfully implemented it.

Sri Prabhat Kalkura M

Consultant - DRR, UNICEF - KSDMA, Bengaluru
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K

arnataka’s Kodagu district, the origin of the Kaveri river witnessed one of the worst flood situation in its history. Though this mountainous district experienced drought in May earlier this year, it received more than
double of its average August rainfall in just nine days. According to different sources, between August 1 and
August 10, the district received 36.8 inches (920 millimetres) of rainfall. The average rainfall for Kodagu in
August is around 15 inches. Traditionally north Kodagu was known for receiving heavy rain. The havoc of
2018 was also in this region. However, South Kodagu, for the first time received more rainfall than the North.
KSNDMC,Cummulative Daily Mean and Normal Rainfall-(June-October) for Kodagu District as on 21-Aug-2019
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Source: KSNMDC

In some parts of the district like Napoklu, 30 inches (762 mm) of rainfall was recorded.
In July 2019, Kodagu received 13.4 inches (335 mm) of rainfall, which was deficient. The average rainfall
in the month of July for the district is 18 inches (450 mm). According to an assessment, a total of 2,068
houses have been damaged in Kodagu district following flood and landslides. Out of these, 363 houses have totally collapsed. As many as 643 houses in the district have incurred 25% to 75% damage.
As per the District Administration survey about 1,032 houses have incurred 15% to 25% damage. Also, 30 huts
have been destroyed by the floods in Virajpete Taluka. The owners of houses with 15% to 25% damage have
been provided with a compensation of Rs. 25,000.
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Details of House losses

Sl No

Taluka

100% destruction

25% to 75%
damage

15% to
25%damage

hutments

Total

1

Madikere

66

50

317

00

433

2

Virajpete

214

281

672

30

1197

3

Somavarpete

96

108

426

00

630

376

439

1415

30

2260

TOTAL
Source: Kodagu District Administration

Details of missing people

Sl No

Taluka

No of missing persons

1

Virajpete

04

Reason

Action taken

Land slide In these four (04) matters, a search operation was conducted between 09-8-2019 to
31-09-2019. The administration has sent a
recommendation to State Government to
declare all these missing persons as dead.
Further to allocate compensation of Rs.5lk/
person.

Source: Kodagu District Administration

Details of compensation paid

Sl No

Taluka

Deaths

Reason

Compensation Paid

1

Madikeri

07

Landslide

07 matters Rs 5lakh / person.
Total Rs 35lakh

2

Virajpete

TOTAL
Source: Kodagu District Administration
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10

17

Landslide and 06 matters Rs 5lakh/person
flooding
Total Rs30lakh
Rs 65lakh

Remarks

04 matters are
pending as the issue of identifying
next of the kin
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Apart from the destruction caused to the houses, damage amounting to Rs 333 crore has been caused to the
infrastructure including various roads, government buildings, lakes, drains, power transformers and
electricity lines. Land slide located at Virajpete-Heggala Road section just opposite of the stone quarry, is an active debris slide, deep translational in nature. The length of the slide is 200m, width 60m, height
100m and depth 15m. The slide was initiated on August 8, 2019. According to locals the landslide took place
just after blasting at the quarry, opposite to the road. The road was blocked due to the run off of the slide.
On August 9, around 10.30 am a landslide took place at Kedamullur limits Thora village. According to
GSI, it is an active debris slide. The landslide with 10 casualties, completely damaged three houses and part
of a coffee estate along its runout path. Due to wet weather condition and thick pile of debris, the main
body of the landslide was inaccessible and only runout part at the valley could be approached. The run
out of the debris is almost 1 Km through the valley and all the destruction was caused by the run off only.
If I explain the landslide, it will sound unbelievable, it is also unexplainable. My wife’s
body has been recovered. My two daughters and mother’s body yet to be recovered.
My daughters were studying in 9th and 6th class, both brilliant children. My wife and
daughters have earned the good will of a lot of people around. We have no idea where the
bodies could be, under the huge rocks that slided or if washed away. The clothes of my
Sri Prabhu Kumar daughters that were drying were found 1.5 kms away. The fertilizers that was purchased for
Victim, Thora Village
the coming year was found half a kilometer away. Everything I had is snatched away
from me. The house and facilities was such that 50 people could be accommodated together. The stock of coffee, crops, pepper also washed away. Heard some weird sound, it didn’t sound of wind or water, it was something rolling down. By the time we ran towards our home, there was nothing left there. The property on which
the house stood was in the family name. Zilla Panchayat members came rushing to help. Sri Mahesh was with
us. Cannot forget his help ever. I was the only one who had seen what happened to our homes. It took me about
15 minutes to estimate where my house would have stood. It was unrecognizable. No one else here knew the
reality. They thought it must have been some minor damage to the house. I knew I had nothing left.
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Surface crack has developed near the mid slope of Brahmagiri hill at Talakaveri Temple. The shape
of the crack is curvilinear which bear a resemblance to shape of crown part of the landslide. The crack is
estimated to be around 20m in length, opening varying from 2-4cm. The depth varies from 40-70cm and shows
subsidies of 6-7cm.
There were landslide next to the road side leading to Talacauvery-Bagamandala road. On
August 9, around 9.45 am Korangala village near Bagamandala also suffered a landslide. The landslide caused
five casualties and completely damaged one house. The house was constructed at the toe area of the hill where
after modifying the slope the vertical cut slope was left unsupported. One stream is also flowing along the toe.
The GSI suspects the possibility of toe cutting of the slope by the stream during high water as the reason for
the landslide.
On 8 Aug due to very heavy rains, the house may have slid. The house was renovated about
25 years back. Four people died. Two from my family and two others.

Sri Muthanna A S

Resident, Korangala Village

Water Logging / Flood affected places
Source: Kodagu District Administration

1. Bagamandala village

2. Thora village

3. Kaluru village

4. Korangala village

5. Galibeedu village

6. Kudige village

7. Balamuri village

8. Kodamuru village

9. Ballamavati village

10. Kattemadu village

11. Ikola village

12. Chennangoli village

13. Nelliyahudikeri village

14. Parane village

15. Karadigodu village

16. Napoklu village

17. Bettadakadu village

18. Kottamudi village

19. Arji village

20. Bethri village

21. Kadanuru village

22. Heggala village

23. Gonikoppa town

24. Nangala village

25. Ponnampete

26. Baradi village

27. Kanooru village

28. Guyya village

29. Nidugumba

30. Doddapulikotu village

31. Balele village

32. Sannpulikotu village

33. Birunani village

34. Churikadu village

35. Kanive village

36. Hachinadu Siddapura

37. Sirangala village

38. Kushalnagara town, Sai extension & Kuvempu
extension
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By 3 pm afternoon, water filled up in our homes. The local youth came and started
shifting people. Every year during monsoon the notice is given, since we live in slightly high location our homes don’t flood. By 6 pm the entire area was flooded, so we
moved to ganji kendra. We completely lost our home. It may take 8 to 9 months until
we get a proper house.

Smt Sangeetha

Victim, Nallihudikere

Details of Death / injured / missing persons

Sl.no.

Date

Dead Bodies Recovered

Male
1

31.05.2019

3

09.08.2019

4

10.08.2019

6

12.08.2019

01

8

14.08.2019

01

10

16.08.2019

12

18.08.2019

14

22.08.2019

15

25.10.2019

TOTAL
Source: Kodagu District Administration
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Female

Injured Persons
Male

Female

Missing Persons

Male

Female

01

03

01

03

01
04

04
03

01

03

01

01

02
01
01
01
08

09
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Details Of Death Of Persons Due To Disaster In Kodagu District
Source: Kodagu District Administration

Sl
No.

Taluka
Name

1

Virajpet

2

Virajpet

3

Virajpet

4

Virajpet

5

Virajpet

6

Virajpet

7

Virajpet

8

Virajpet

9

Virajpet

10

Madikeri

11

Madikeri

Name and complete postal address of the Victim

"Riyanath,
W/O Noushad
Tharikatte, Bhadragola Village
& Post"
"Mamatha,
W/O Paramesh
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Likitha
D/o Paramesh
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Anusuya
W/O Prabhukumar
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Appu (Janrdana)
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Shankara
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Leela
W/O Appu
Thora, Kedamullur Vilage &
Post"
"Kavya
D/O Malla P M
Karehadllu, Bhadragola Vilage
& Post"
"Bhavya
D/O P M Appanna
Karehadllu, Bhadragola Vilage
& Post"
Baby w/0 prakash karnangeri
village
Athedi Yashwanth, korangala
village

Gender

Age

Cause of death

Date of
death

Female

21

"Due to Rain
House Collaspsed"

31.05.2019

Female

40

"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rainfall"

09.08.2019

Female

14

"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rainfall"

09.08.2019

Female

36

"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rainfall"

12.08.2019

Male

65

14.08.2019

Male

58

Female

55

"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rain Fall"
"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rainfall"
"Due to Flood
and
Heavy Rainfall"

Female

20

Rain Flood

16.08.2019

Female

11

Rain Flood

16.08.2019

Female

42

Due to landslide

09.08.2019

Male

45

Due to landslide

09.08.2019

18.08.2019

18.08.2019
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12
13

Madikeri
Madikeri

14

Madikeri

15

Madikeri

16
17

Madikeri
Virajpet

nidubettu raja, korangala village
Kalana Udaykumar, korangala
village
Bolana Balakrishna, korangala
village
Bolana Yamuna, korangala
village
M A Kunjanna
"K B Poonacha, Parkatageri
Village ,Hudikeri Hobli
"

Male
Male

45
46

Due to landslide
Due to landslide

09.08.2019
09.08.2019

Male

47

Due to landslide

09.08.2019

Female

40

Due to landslide

9.08.2019

Male
Male

50
62

Due to landslide
Tree Fall due to
Heavy Rains

12.08.2019
25.10.2019

Details of missing persons

Sl.
No.

1.

Crime No.

Virajpete
Rural Cr No.
70/2019 U/S
Women and
Children
Missing

Date

Missing Persons
Name

Place

10.08.2019 Thora Village,
Virajpete Taluka

1

Smt. Devaki, Cooli
Age 65 Yrs,
Thora Village

2

Ms Amrutha, Student
Age 13, Thora Village
Adithya, Age Student
10 Yrs, Thora
Village
Smt Veena,
Cooli
W/O Harisha, Age 19
Years, Thora
Village

3

2

Virajpete
Rural Cr
No. 71/2019
U/S Women
Missing

Source: Kodagu District Police
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10.08.2019 Thora Village,
Virajpete Taluka

Occupation

4

Remarks

Landslide And
House Fall. Bodies Missing On
09.08.2019, Not
Traced

Landslide And
House Fall. Bodies Missing On
09.08.2019, Not
Traced
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Details Of Injured Persons Due To Disaster

Sl.
No.

Crime No.

Date

Place

Injured Persons Name

1.

Virajpet Rural Lptn No.
291/2019

10.08.2019 Thora Village, 1
Virajpet Taluka

2

Bhagamandala Police
Station Ncr
No. 71/19

11.08.2019 Korangala
1
Village, Bhagamandala, Madikeri Taluka

Bhagamandala Police
Station Ncr
No. 73/19

2

Bhagamandala Police
Station Ncr
No. 72/19

3

K R Sathish, S/O
Raju, Age 20 Yrs,
Korthikadu, Kedamulluru Village
Kalana Lakshmana, S/O Subraya,
Age 40 Yrs, Korangala Village,
Bagamandala
Athyadi Radhakrishna, S/O
Late Mandanna,
Age 47 Yrs, Korangala Village,
Bagamandala
Athyadi Shashikala, W/O Yashvantha, Age 38 Yrs,
Korangala Village,
Bagamandala

Occupation

Cooli

Farmer

Remarks

Injured When
Landslide Occurred On
09.08.2019.
Injured When
Landslide Occurred On
09.08.2019.

Farmer

Housewife

Source: Kodagu District Police
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Response

T

he District Administration responded to the disaster instantly. The teams were alerted to respond in areas
like Virajpete, Bhagamandala, Kondangeri and others.

Issuing of Weather Bulletin
The District Administration in cooperation with IMD and KSNDMC issued regular weather warnings - Yellow, Orange and Red alerts.

Response from Control Room

During the emergency, the centralized DDMA control room and also the Police Control responded instantly to
messages received from the public WhatsApp number. This also helped in gaining momentum to the evacuations.
Availability of men and material for rescue
As NDRF, SDRF, KSRP, Police Quick Response teams conducted recee and assessment of the required level of
preparedness, it helped the administration to identify required rescue equipments, defense units to be used in
each place depending on the condition of the place, for instance, if shallow water, then rafts, if deep water then
motorized boats.
Use of Air Power

In case of helicopter rescue, Police were to coordinate and SP ensured the operational feasibility.

The battalion is deployed here from May 25, 2019. For the initial one month we studied
the area to check the vulnerable locations for landslide. We studied previous history and
visited the areas so that if any disaster takes place there, we will know the areas for rescue
operations.

Commandant U K Dixit

NDRF, Vijayavada
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Media Management
The DDMA and District Administration handled the media, both traditional and social media, in an effective
manner. The administration created a WhatsApp group of local and district level reporters and representatives
of different state and national level media houses. On all the days during the crisis, the administration issued
press note for that day before 5pm. Deputy Commissioner in her own capacity engaged the media in an effective
manner. The strategy adopted to counter fake news was to proactively monitor them, issue clarifications and
to act against miscreants.
Epidemic Control

Massive awareness drive, chlorination, larve control was conducted by the department of Health and Family
Welfare. The district ensured effective epidemic control. Form S, filled for disease surveillance by ASHA workers were updated daily and reviewed for any chance of epidemic outbreak. With the assistence of Kodagu
Institute of Medical Sciences, guidline for disease surveillance was issued.
Rescue Operation
Acting as per the instructions of IMD, the District Administration started early evacuation of population in
first week of August. With the help of NDRF, SDRF, Police, and Fire and Emergency services as well as
local community workers, as many people as possible from the low lying areas and mountainous ridges were
brought to the relief camps. The District Administration started over 50 relief camps at various locations in the
vicinity of these vulnerable areas. Safe locations like community halls, temples, mosques, schools, identified
earlier during the preparedness period, were converted into relief camps. However, on the night of August 7,
2019 and August 8, 2019 the district witnessed unprecedented rain. It resulted in cutting of all communication
with interior areas like Bhagamandala, Virajpete, Napoklu and others. From lessons learnt during the 2018
experience, the District Administration’s initiation for early evacuation helped in saving lives. Local people
were the first ones to respond to these situations. Specially the local youth in Thora, Karadigodu, Korangala,
Shettigeri and other areas played a very crucial role in evacuating people.
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This year flood is unseen in the past. We had seen flood water rising to 2 to 3 feet above
Betri bridge in the past, but this year it rose to about 13 feet above the bridge. We were
prepared. We used motor boats and rafts to rescue.

Sri Chandan

District Fire Officer

Security Forces
The security forces deployed in the district under the command of SP, Kodagu displayed a synergy during
these operations. National Disaster Response Force, State Disaster Response Force, Fire and Emergency Force,
District Police conducted joint operation for rescue and relief operations under the guidance of SP Kodagu.
Joint operation was held during Thora search and rescue operations. The joint team also rescued many people
and animals stranded at different locations in the district. The joint team rescued many people in the interior
most areas and brought them safely to the relief camps. A total of 8211 people and 19 livestock were rescued
in this operation.

Sri Banuprakash

SI, DAR, Kodagu

On August 8, we got information through the control room about heavy rainfall causing
flooding. There was no space for flood water to flow and it kept increasing. The people
have so much attachment to their homes and they need a lot of convincing and coaxing to
move to safer places. An Assamese family, their ground floor house completely submerged
did not agree to come with us. After 8 pm, they telephoned for rescue . In water, no navigation system works,
it is difficult to maneavour in the darkness. We went and rescued them. I got to the opportunity this year to
participate in rescue operations. Places like Balmuri, Kodambur, I wonder if I really was able to rescue people
from that severe condition.
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Details of rescue teams deployed
On 07.08.2019

Sl. No.

Force details

Men deployed

1

NDRF

1 team (1 Officer + 25 men) with equipments deployed at
Ponnampete, Balamuri

2

District Police

4 Rescue teams (1 RPI, 3 PSI, total 60 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 08.08.2019

Sl. No.

Force details

1

NDRF

1 team (1 Officer + 25 men) with equipments deployed at
Ponnampet, Balamuri

2

District Police

4 Rescue teams (1 RPI, 3 PSI, total 60 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

Source: Kodagu District Police
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On 09.08.2019

Sl. No.

Force details

Men deployed

NDRF

1 team (1 Officer + 25 men) with equipments deployed at
Ponnampet, Balamuri

District Police

4 Rescue teams (1 RPI, 3 PSI, total 60 staff)

2

District Police

4 Rescue teams (1 RPI, 3 PSI, total 60 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

4

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

5

KSRP Rescue
team 2

2 RSI, 46 staff

6

Fire force team 1 officer, 3 staff

1

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 10.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

4

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

5

KSRP Rescue
team 2

2 RSI, 46 staff

6

Fire force team

2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu
1 officer, 3 staff

Source: Kodagu District Police
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On 11.08.2019
Source: Kodagu District Police

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

4

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

5

KSRP Rescue
team 2

2 RSI, 46 staff

6

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

On August 9, 10 and 11, 2019, teams from Garuda, KSRP and Fire Force joined in the
rescue operations. The total number of personnel deployed for rescue and evacuation were 236, 247
and 243 respectively.

The District Administration reduced the burden of paper work during loss assessment by
providing a standard fillable formats. This helped administration to speed up process of
the assessment and victims getting compensation from the Government. Publishing the
list of affected people on district website and at gram panchyat offices helped in bringing
more transparency in the system and curbed addition of unwanted names into the list of
beneficiaries. Though I am a probationary officer, working with calamity like this provided
extensive contact with people and definitely a lesson to carry throughout the career as civil
servant.

Mr Ukesh Kumar, IAS (Probationer) Incharge of Virajpete Taluka during relief operation
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On 12.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Army Team

1 Lt Colonel, 3 JCO's and 60 other staffs

4

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

5

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 13.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

4

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 14.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

4

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police
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On 15.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

4

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 16.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Garuda Team

4 PSI, 26 staff

4

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police

On 17.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2

Force details
NDRF

3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)

3

Garuda Team

4

Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police
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On 18.08.2019

Sl. No.
1

2
3

Force details
NDRF

Men deployed
3 team (1 Commandent, 5 PI’s and 75 men) with equipments
, 2 Lorries and 2 buses

District Police
(civil & Armed 5 Rescue teams (3 Civil police and 2 armed police) 1 RPI, 1
Police)
RSI, 3 PSI, total 75 staff)
Fire force team 2 officers, 9 staff – Kodagu

Source: Kodagu District Police

Some people now want to move to Kushalnagar or Mysore during monsoon as last year
and this year people saw the disaster. Until two years ago Kodagu was seen as a safe
place. This year, the District Administration was prepared. Alternative land and house
have to be provided to people living in areas that get flooded.

Sri Chandru

NGO
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Rescue/evacuation and dead body recover details till 22.08.2019

Date

Force attached

No. of persons
No. of dead body
evacuated/rescued recovered

07.08.2019

Civil Police staff, NDRF team, Army team

117

08.08.2019

Civil Police staff, NDRF team, Army team

710

09.08.2019

Civil & Armed Police staff, NDRF team,
Army team

434

10.08.2019

Civil Police staff

246

11.08.2019

NDRF team, Army team, Garuda team,
KSRP team, Civil Police staff

12.08.2019

NDRF team, Army team, Garuda team, Civil
Police staff

13.08.2019

NDRF team, Army team, Garuda team, Civil
Police staff

14.08.2019

NDRF team, Garuda team, Civil Police staff

15.08.2019

NDRF team, Garuda team, Civil Police staff

16.08.2019

NDRF team, Garuda team, Civil Police staff

17.08.2019

NDRF team, Garuda team, Civil Police staff

18.08.2019

NDRF team, Civil Police staff

19.08.2019

NDRF team, Civil Police staff

20.08.2019

NDRF team, Civil Police staff

21.08.2019

NDRF team, Civil Police staff

22.08.2019

NDRF team, Civil Police staff
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1

1

1
TOTAL 1507

Source: Kodagu District Police
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Details of Relief camps

Source: Kodagu District Administration

Sl.No. Taluka

Name of Relief Camp

No. of
Family

No. of Persons

Madikeri Madikeri
Madikeri Madikeri

Govt. Higher Primary Shool,Kanthuru-Murnad

50

196

Zilla Panchayath , Resourse Centre ,Madikeri

31

96

3

Madikeri Madikeri

Govt. Model Primary School , Vatekadu-Hoddu- 67
ru

252

4

Madikeri Madikeri

Govt. High School ,Hodavada

27

92

5

Madikeri Napoklu Govt. PU College ,Napoklu

39

99

6

Madikeri Madikeri

123

395

7

Madikeri Napoklu Govt. Higher Primary Shool,Yemmemadu

21

72

8

Madikeri Bhaga- Kaashi Mata Bhagamandala
mandala

62

128

9

Madikeri Napoklu Govt. Model Primary School , Cheyandane

25

78

10

Madikeri Bhaga- BCM Hostel - Cherambane
mandala

12

31

11

Madikeri Napoklu Netaji High School , Ballamavati

19

52

12

Madikeri Napoklu Govt. Model Primary School , Konnanjageri-Parane

9

18

1
2

Hobli

Bharathi Composite PU College ,Maragodu

Sub-Total 485

1509

13

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Vasavimahal Kushalnagar

84

189

14

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Madarassa Nellihudikeri

171

640

15

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Muttappa temple , Nellihudikeri

39

152
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16

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

ShaadiMahal ,Nellihudikeri

76

296

17

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Govt. Higher Primary School , Nellihudikeri

163

563

18

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Govt. Higher Primary School,Valnoor

43

148

19

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Govt.Higher primary School , Madapatna

23

46

20

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Govt. Higher Primary School , Guddehosuru

31

85

21

Somwar- Kushalpete
nagar

Govt. Higher Primary School , Mullusoge

7

20

Sub-Total 637

2139

22

Virajpete Ammathi

GMP School , Karadigodu

90

313

23

Virajpete Ammathi

Basaveshwara Communit Hall, Karadigodu

60

129

24

Virajpete Ammathi

Govt. Higher Primary School , Kondangeri

269

1270

25

Virajpete Ammathi

GMP School , Siddapura

21

58

26

Virajpete Ammathi

BGS School , Siddapura- Guhya

143

598

27

Virajpete Ammathi

Govt. Primary School , Hachinadu

11

53

28

Virajpete Ammathi

SMO Orphanage Centre,Siddapura

73

270

29

Virajpete Ammathi

Govt. Higher Primary School ,Kalathmadu

15

40

30

Virajpete Virajpete

GMP School , Near BEO Office , Virajpete

238

355

31

Virajpete Virajpete

GMP School , Nangala

12

28

32

Virajpete Virajpete

Govt. Higher Primary School , Kakotupurambu

15

36

33

Virajpete Virajpete

Govt. High School, Heggala

79

286
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34

Virajpete Virajpete

Govt. Higher Primary School , Kedamulluru

51

174

35

Virajpete Virajpete

Govt. Higher Primary School , Maithadi

16

25

36

Virajpete PonGovt. Higher Primary School , Huduru,Sitha
nampete Calony , Aaravathoklu

26

83

37

Virajpete PonGMP School Gonikoppa
nampete

89

256

38

Virajpete PonGovt. High School Gonikoppa
nampete

42

125

39

Virajpete PonGovt. Higher Primary School , Bekkesodluru
nampete Kanuru

12

23

40

Virajpete PonGovt. Higher Primary School , Chennangoli,Banampete laje

12

18

41

Virajpete PonGovt. Higher Primary School , Kiruguru
nampete

16

38

42

Virajpete PonKarnataka Public School ,Ponnampete
nampete

14

27

43

Virajpete PonGirijanara Boys Hostel,Thithimathi
nampete

5

12

44

Virajpete Sriman- VSSN Bank , Srimangala
gala

44

116

45

Virajpete Sriman- Govt. Higher Primary School , Churikadu, K
gala
Badaga

9

32

46

Virajpete Balele

Public pre Metric oys Hostel, balelel

14

42

47

Virajpete Balele

Ashrama School , Nitturu

40

98

48

Virajpete Balele

Govt. Higher Primary School , Dhanugala

12

49

Sub-Total 1428

4554

Total 2550

8202
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Sri Rachaih

PI, DAR, Kodagu

We worked as 4 teams during rescue. All personnel were trained in techniques. Teams
were working 24 hours. In some areas, they worked in the night. Like NDRF, we have
asked for equipments and training to our personnel as preparation.

Elected Representatives
All elected representatives stood by the District Administration in ensuring smooth implementation of rescue
operation. At many instances young members went a step ahead and rescued people.
Revenue Department

Revenue Department worked round the clock during this operation, as they played a very crucial role in
coordination. Apart from this, the revenue department and Revenue Inspectors, Tahashildars leading the
command at their respective limits helped in identifying victims of this calamity.
Relief
The CEO, Zilla Panchayat was incharge and the District Administration was very sensitive to understand that
effective relief measures are the immediate needs of those affected and so put a firm strategy in place. The District Administration assisted people to reach their relative’s home, for those who wanted to go there instead of
relief centres. Control room established at Taluka level took count of beneficiaries on hourly basis and reported
it to the administration. This mechanism helped in delivering relief materials in a much proactive manner. It
also prevented materials from piling up and there was a smooth and proportionate supply of relief material to
each of these relief centers.

My house is in Hunsur and work in the Virajpete Taluka Panchayat office. When the
disaster stuck, I stayed back and didn’t go back home until the rescue operations were
complete for about 8 days. “He would wear the same blue shirt and pant every day.
Only thing on his mind was to help as much as he could during the disaster” said Ukesh
Kumar S , IAS (Probationer)

Sri Mohan Kumar
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School Safety Audit aims for the creation of safe school environment for children and this includes safety from large scale natural hazards of geological climatic origin ,manmade risks ,
violence, small scale fires ,transportation and other emergencies. The formats were framed and
well formulated in order to access schools. We have developed a software on school safety audit
for gap analysis and closure of the gaps.

Sri Manohar P V

Consultant-Education & CP, KCRP-UNICEF, Kodagu
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Taluka godown of relief materials
A godown was created to collect relief materials supplied from different areas at Taluka level. This system helped in immediate supply of
relief materials to affected families at relief centers. No private relief
materials were allowed to be given directly to centres. No perishable
item can be donated in centres. All the donations were collected at
the Taluka godown.
Taluka Control Room

On the lines of DDMA and centralized control room at district head quarters, similar units were created at
Taluka level in order to ensure better coordination with different departments and also to provide quick response
to rescue and evacuation. It also worked as a nodal centre to maintain data related to the Taluka. In this order,
the Assistant Commissioner and Tahishildars at these points provided sufficient computer systems and data
entry operators. The route map prepared by District Police, helped the administration in dispatching relief
materials in more effective way.

Sri Parmeshwaran, Sri Kiran, Sri Mahesh
Thora Panchayat members

We were here at about 9.30 am. The landslide happened at about 10.30. we realized
that the phone connectivity was blocked. Our house areas were also blocked. We could
not move out of our houses. Here the mountains have not been modified, nothing was
altered. It was an accidental incident. There was a warning for moving away from hilly
areas. The bridge got washed away. We are visiting the site everyday. NDRF, Army, Police and we could cross to
this side of the bridge only by 3 Pm. When we moved further, about 50 families were locked. There were elderly,
children among them. We had to move them to safe places. We found 2 dead bodies also.

Health

The District Health and Family Welfare created medical assistance units at every relief camp. ASHA workers
and staff members from PHC were deputed in these units. Apart from first aid, BP check up, the units were also
equipped with few emergency and monitoring equipment like oxygen cylinders. A team of senior doctors both
within district and from outside the district conducted regular visits to the relief camps and conducted medical
checkup for the affected people within the district.
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Landslides did not occur in the forests. We were involved in cutting fallen trees
and clearing roads. From DFO to guards with the general public have cleared
every road within half an hour. With HDRF, the local RRT (rapid response
team) was involved in rescue operations. Chain saw, ropes and vehicles were
kept ready. When Thora landslide happened, we were present there with 2 APC
teams. Whatsapp groups were created for easy communication. Because of the
land tenure, people largely grow Silver Oak as the people can cut the trees withSri Prabhakar DCF, Kodagu
in their tenure and earn money. Silver Oak is highly popular. It does not have a
canopy. It grows without maintenance. Pepper grows easily on it. Cropping patterns have changed and affected
the land. Slope gradient has to be maintained.

Psycho-Social Health
One of the important steps initiated by the DHO was Psycho-Social Counselling at the relief centres. The district mental health officer along with team of experts helped the affected people to come out of psychological
trauma by conducting counselling.
Hygiene
Sufficient hygiene was ensured at the camp locations. Mobile toilet units were installed in relief centres with
more beneficiaries and less facilities. Warm water was provided in morning for bathing. Swatch Bharath Consultant carried out massive awareness and cleanliness drives in camps. Local volunteers and NGOs also played
an importatnt role in keeping the morale of the affected people high.
Coordination between elected Representatives and Officers
A series of capacity building programs organized by the administration came in handy for the department to
have better coordination with the elected representatives at all levels. At many junctures, both the
administration and elected representatives were on the same page. Officers responded timely to the demands
of elected representatives during the crisis. MLAs, MLCs and MP tried hard to resolve any issue as successfully
as possible.
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Transparency in identifying affected people

Paperwork was minimized in house and crop loss assessment was done by preparing standard fillable formats.
Beneficiary list was frozen and handed over to the Tahshildars immediately after search and rescue operations
were called off. This prevented any possibility of inclusion of unaffected people in the beneficiary list. This beneficiary list was made public by publishing in the district website and Gram Panchayat notice boards.
An essential element of relief to beneficiaries is monetary compensation. While it is critical to ensure that such
a compensation is made in a speedy and most convenient manner, it is equally important to ensure that there
are no leakages. The beneficiary list was timely frozen and kept with the Tahsildar. Mode of payment after much
deliberation was narrowed down to Demand Draft instead of cash or cheque leaves that have to be manually
filled. DD strikes a good balance between financial accountability and ease of money withdrawal. The final list
of beneficiaries was signed by Tahsildar and handed over to SBI for issuing DD in the name of beneficiaries.
To prevent any inconvenience to the beneficiaries, while issuing the cheque, Village Accountant asked the beneficiary to sign on the back of the cheque and attested it with his signature and seal. The beneficiary is expected
to produce his valid photo ID in the bank to withdraw cash. In cases where the beneficiary lost his ID during
disaster or has name mismatch issues, had to only sign again on the back of the cheque, if both these signatures
matched, the beneficiary was issued cash.

Management of Relief Camps
As per date two relief camps were running for a longer duration as the Government has initiated steps towards
resettlement of these people at Nelli Hudikere in Somvarpete Taluka and Karadigodu in Virajpete Taluka.
While returning to their homes, the affected people received an exit kit from District Administration containing food, medicine, cloths etc. which would help the family to sustain for next one month.

Total No of Relief Camps

48

House Holds

2550

People

8202

Source: Kodagu District Administration
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Dr Major Raghav B
19 Karnataka Battalion

District Administration sought the support of NCC along with all the other departments.
Cadets respondend instantly and supported in store management and distribution, also
the cadets stayed at relief camps for about 10 days voluntarily and indulged in various
activities there, in terms of, maintaining cleanliness of the camps, supporting the nodal officer in day to day
activities, distribution of essentials to various camps. The tears in the eyes of the inmates of the relief camps
when the NCC cadets were returning conveyed the affection they had developed for the NCC cadets.

Over 75 Scouts, Guides, Rovers and Rangers volunteers and teachers took part in 2019
flood relief operation. We worked in almost all relief camps in the district. Our volunteers helped in cleaning areas of demolished buildings and houses. We also helped
District Administration in smooth distribution of relief materials. At Kardigodu and
Siddapura camps volunteers worked extensively. Volunteers also tried to educate victims
on WASH components.

Jimmy Sequeira LT

District Commissioner, Bharat Scouts and Guides, Kodagu

There were so many people coming to the relief centres, but there were no materials
ready there. Some of us got together and cooked food. For the initial days, there was no
one to clean the building. We swept the entire building ourselves. We made a list and
collected blankets, pampers for kids and other things. To make them feel a little better,
we would conduct entertainment programs from the inmates of the relief centres every
evening.
Mr Surya

NSS volunteer

We would get calls in the midnight saying that the materials are coming, it needs to
be received. We would go to different camps with the other students to help whenever
required. Girls were not allowed to stay at camps during the night.

Ms Manisha

NSS volunteer
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Actually it was a holiday so we were all at home, relaxing, watching TV etc. Our teacher
called saying that people have started arriving to relief centres, we need people who can
help us manage the situation and take care of them. We immediately went. I was sent to
Zilla Panchayat relief centre. I saw people coming, crying, devastated. It was very sad to
see that, but we cannot show our emotion. We took upon ourselves to entertain them, we
collected money and bought clothes for the small children. Sometimes we had to wake up
at 3.00 am to switch on the water pump and returned home after 8 days.

Mr Darshan
NSS volunteer

Consent to Leave Relief Camps
Affected families signed a consent form before they left the relief centre on their own will. They were handed
over an exit kit, Rs 10,000 cheque, food material and toiletries kit.

Loss assessment

Simplified formats were prepared which were application-cum-inspection report of officials in a single page.
They were pre filled and only beneficiary specific details had to be filled by hand. This simplified inspection by
officials and speeded up the process. Revenue department coordinated with Zilla Panchayat to mobilise people
and assist them to give these filled applications. A daily morning review meeting of all Revenue Inspectors in
the Tehsil office was conducted to check the progress of home, crop loss assessment and extent of cheques,
relief materials issued to beneficiary. Hobli (revenue inspector wise) data was put in the Tehsil whatsapp group
daily to spur a healthy competition among Hoblis. The same was done in every Hobli for every revenue circle level. The progress of a Taluka was put in the district level whatsapp group to speed up other Taluka too.

We had a boat but it was leaking. Our Gram Panchayat member Mr Hakim got us a boat
and we started evacuation ourselves. From 9 pm till 5 am we continuously evacuated people
in boats to schools, the mosque etc. There were about 800 people. Then again from 7.30 am
we shifted people until evening from the other side. Then people from Seva Bharathi came
about 100 of them. With them we helped in cleaning the houses after the flood receded.
Youth club member
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OPD checkups in the camp everyday for BP check, sugar test etc. was conducted. Elderly
people and others come everyday. Feel good to be able to serve people during the disaster.
We were trained in areas of mental health, cleanliness etc. we have trained people in the
camps in these areas. In the mornings we go to the field work (routine checking pregnant
women, infants check and injection etc). Afternoons we come to the camp as per the
schedule made for us.

ASHA Worker

Crop Loss
An estimate of 1,18,978 hectare of crop was lost due to the heavy rains in the district which estimated to about
Rs. 266.52 crore. Revenue officials along with agriculture, horticulture department and coffee board conducted
a joint assessment and the data was entered into Parihara online module.
Houses damaged
In the district a total 2068 houses have been affected in this calamity, for which the State Government has
announced a compensation in different stages. A 15% to 25 % damaged houses would get Rs. 25,000/-.
Accordingly Rs.2.58 crore has been distributed to 1032 houses through cheques. The administration published
the details of the beneficiaries on its website http://kodagu.nic.in/.
In Virajpete Taluka over 30 hutments were damaged due to the rain. As per the NDRF guidelines these families
are entitled to get Rs 4,100/- , accordingly Rs.1.23 lakh has been distributed to beneficiaries through cheques.
Further to this, Rajiv Gandhi Housing Corporation Limited scheme is conducting survey and estimation of
houses who were affected partially 25% to 75% and also houses which were demolished completely due to the
rain. Once the estimation is complete, the affected parties would get compensation through bank cheques.
Adding to this, as per the State Government decision, an amount of Rs 5,000/- per month was provided as
rental charges to the families who lost houses completely for the next 10 months. The amount would be transferred directly to the bank accounts of affected families by Rajiv Gandhi Housing Corporation Limited.
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A total of 48 relief centres in Madikeri, Virajpete and Somwarpete Talukas were operational provided shelter
to 8202 people.

Sri Sooraj

Swatch Bharath Mission Consultant

I handle Virajpete Taluka with sanitation as thrust area. Sanitation in water logged
areas was a concern. For instance, in Betri about 120 houses were flooded. As
the houses were on the fringe, the toilet pit was right next to the river. The challenge in Napoklu, the place were all the garbage was being dumped was also flooded.
Plastic now hanging on tree tops by the side of the river is an eye sore. It is the plastic from that garbage dump.
We worked in cleaning up that. Toilet pits overflowed. Worked with health department and chlorination was
conducted everywhere. Within private estates, small ponds, fish farms etc were all overflowing. We have conducted de sanitization activities everywhere. In camps, about 48 temporary toilets were installed in the schools
where there were insufficient facilities.

Compensation
As per the instructions in the NDMA guidelines, the families who lost clothes and materials of day to day living
would get Rs. 3,800. Over this, considering the calamity as a special situation, the Government of Karnataka
has instructed the administration to provide Rs.6,200 in addition to NDRF and State relief fund as a one time
compensation. With this each of the affected families were entitled to get Rs.10,000 when they left/leave relief
camps. Accordingly, in the District, over all Rs 4.15 crore has been distributed through cheques to 4,148 affected families.
Compensation for Human Death
Out of 17 reported deaths during this calamity, an ex-gratia amount of Rs.5 lakh per deceased person has been
distributed to the next of kin of 13 members. In other four (04) cases, the effort is on to identify the legal heir
of the deceased person immediately.
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Arrangements for cremation
The administration provided assistance of Rs 5,000/- to the families of deceased person to perform cremation.
A Taluka level officer was deputed at the cremation area to look after and complete the process as per the
established rules.
Compensation for loss of livestock
A total of Rs. 9.97 lakh has been given for the loss of 84 livestock.
Missing Persons
The District Administration has also initiated steps to declare four missing (04) persons from the site of
landslide in Thora area of Heggal Grampanchayat limits in Virajpete Taluka as dead, so that the next of kin
of these missing persons would also be entitled for receiving compensation from Chief Minister’s relief fund.
Search operations were conducted in the spot by NDRF, SDRF, State Police, KSRP and locals from August 9,
2019 to August 31, 2019 but could not find any trace of these four members. However due to continued heavy
rains and adverse climatic conditions the families of these missing persons requested the District Administration to stop search operation. Accordingly, the administration has decided and announced to bring search and
rescue operation to a halt.
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Relocation site Karnangeri
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W

itnessing heavy and un-predicted rain fall in last two years, the District Administration is now mov-

ing towards permanent restoration of the flood and landslide affected infrastructure.For last two years

an approximate of Rs 1750 crore of infrastructural loss has taken place in the district due to rains and land
slide. One of the immediate and important task the District Administration is facing in this context is the
identification of safe locations for permanent rehabilitation of the affected population, in both these calami-

ties. However, the GSI warning of spots being vulnerable and active for landslides is a matter of worry for the
administrations, in the future.
Command area control on both in heavy irrigation and minor and small irrigation department is one of the
immediate tasks that need to be addressed. De-silting of major and minor streams in the district would start
in early summer itself so as to be prepared for the challenges of the future. Looking at this, the District Administration has initiated permanent clearance, relocation of the houses which were fully as well as partially
submerged during the recent flood in Nellihudikere of Somvarpete Taluka, Karadigodu and Guhya of Virajpete Taluka.
Members of Legislative Assembly, Deputy Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner, Tahashildar and other senior officers conducted a series of meetings in this regard and also conducted on-site inspection of these areas.
The District Administration has also initiated steps to take back the government land that was encroached for
farming or any other commercial and social purpose. A special team has been formed under the leadership
of Assistant Commissioner to look into the matter and clear the encroachment at the earliest. Accordingly
in Nellihudikere, the team identified Government land of 10.83 acres in survey no. 169/1, encroached by few
local landlords. The administration got back the control over the land and cleared the areas in order to initiate
safe housing for the affected community.

Rs.5,00,000 cheque has been handed over to all the survivors of family members who
lost their kin. Rs.10,000 has been paid to every household with a hygiene kit and
essential kit to every family when they leave the relief camp by the administration. Clothes,
blankets and everything essential needed for about a month has been handed over so that
they are supported for a month, and can restart their life. In relief camps, for collecting
relief materials, we have registered people to ensure no bogus registration takes place.
Sri K Purandar
Nodal officers were appointed to manage and supervise.
Tashildar, Virajpete
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Details of rebuilding activities
Meanwhile, the reconstruction and relocation of the affected population of 2018 landslide and flood is still
continuing.
Details of project initiated by the Karnataka State Habitat Centre for construction of group house at Kodagu.

Sl.
No

Total No.
of Houses
Alloted

Location

No. of
House site
clearance

Started

foundation

Houses

Shell

80% to 90%
completion

100% completion

1

Made

175

80

80

0

0

80

-

2

Karnangeri

40

35

35

0

0

0

35

3

Jamburu

445+200

318+200

318

53

165

100

-

1040

789

433

53

165

180

35

TOTAL

Source: Kodagu District Administration

Details of no of beneficiaries identified from 2018 calamity for the relocation and rehabilitation

Sl No

Taluka

100% damage

Houses at danger
zone

1

Madikere

238

264

2

Madikere Municipal Council

107

112

3

Somvarapete

93

64

4

Town Panchayat Kushalnagar

14

0

5

Virajpete

10

2

462

442

TOTAL
Source: Kodagu District Administration
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Out of the above mentioned, in the first batch of allocation Rs.2 lakh/ per family has been released to 57
families who are willing to reconstruct the houses in the same areas where they were living earlier. Out of these 57
families, 33 families have started the construction work and completed the foundation process, for them
another Rs 2 lakh will be released in the second stage.

As per government circular, 15 to 25% damaged houses are being given Rs. 25,000. 25 to
75% damaged houses are categorized separately and given Rs 1 lakh. This is categorized
after spot inspection by a team of officers appointed by the District Administration consisting of PDO, VA, RI and locals. Damage between 75% to 100% are given Rs. 5 lakh.
Also monthly rent of Rs. 5000 is being given until houses are built for people who have
lost their houses. Rs. 5 lakh worth house will be built for them in safe location.

Sri Javare Gowda, KAS
AC, Kodagu

Teams worked on drain and culvert was cleaned up before the monsoon. A JCB was kept
ready for clearing during heavy rains and landslides. On Makutta side, the other side of
the hill of Thora, the forest area has very heavy rainfall and saw major landslides. Its forest area and slides can happen at any time. Soil there doesn’t have any strength and can
fall anytime. Major problems are in Virajpete-Madikeri road, Bagamandala road, Tarikere road, Madikeri-Somwarpete road. We maintain the roads. Border Road Organization
was here after last years disaster. They suggested building retaining wall etc to make it Mr Ibrahim
EE, PWD, Kodagu
safe. We have done it is some places.

Dr Ravi Appaji

As a Past District Governor of Rotary, we joined hands with other organisations and
built homes. Now a days the rains don’t start in June like before. It starts in August and
that is not good for the coffee plantation too. There is a lot of dropping due to this. As
a planter we have had more than 60% loss in crop. The administration needs to come
together with the planters and provide subsidy. But we will fight back, it is the land of
warriors.

Doctor, Planter, Past Rotary District Governor
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Details of houses damaged due to disaster in Kodagu District - 2018

Taluka

Houses Fully
Damaged

Houses
Severely
Damaged

Houses Partially
Damaged

1

Madikeri

161

167

1629

2

Somwarpete

92

331

1311

3

Virajpete

10

38

513

263

536

3453

Sl.
No

Total
Source: Kodagu District Administration
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Mitigation and Preparedness
Non-structural
Flood / Rain early warning system

1. A policy decision needs to be taken to install integrated flood/ rain early warning system. The need for
establishing early warning system was stressed even in the Prime Minister’s agenda on disaster risk reduction.
Globally, many countries have successfully adopted early warning system for flood. In India too, similar experiments were conducted in urban (Chennai) and non- urban (Himachal Pradesh) areas about implementation
of early warning systems. A model of this nature is the need of the hour for Kodagu district.
2. In the past decades, the demography of the region has changed tremendously. The current one dimensional
maps with the State and other agencies operating in the area of disaster risk reduction may not be sufficient to
meet all requirements. Steps need to be initiated to speed up the implementation of GIS based survey and the
release of new three dimensional maps in order to assist the administration.
3. Community awareness programs have to be conducted on the use of apps released by KSNDMC. This would
help the people be updated on weather changes in their respective region.
4. NCC, Scouts, NSS, college students, SHG members and all elected members of local bodies need to engage
in promoting the KSNDMC apps. That would mean that at least one member in the family would have updated
information on change of weather condition.
5. Partnership with universities and research institutes in the region have to be initiated to use the technical
and new research output and successfully implement the early warning system.

Reducing losses
1. To initiate steps towards reducing death and suffering, particularly among children, due to natural hazards
in the most vulnerable communities through preparedness and mitigation.
2. To identify vulnerable areas where children might be under threat in the eventuality of a calamity.
3. To initiate steps for early and quick evacuation of school premises.
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4. To mandatorily train children and teachers to face and successfully counter the challenge put by the
nature.
5. The administration along with stakeholders need to identify and promote strategies, potential practices and
programs that support comprehensive school safety.
6. Chapters on natural calamity and safety measures need to be included in school curriculum (Social Science)
with a stress on practical based classes.
Community Involvement
1. The local community is always the first one to respond during a calamity. Hence to extensively involve the
local community in the disaster preparedness initiatives.
2. Detailed planning and successful implementation of Village Disaster Management Plan is the need of the
hour.
3. To identify, educate and engage the youth in the community in developing village disaster management plan.
4. Extensive training and education modules have to be developed with the help of agencies and research institutes to train communities to be prepared to face calamity and act wisely during such incidents.
5. Steps may be initiated to organize awareness raising and training programmes regarding natural hazards
and possible preparedness measures for the women in the community.
6. Kodagu is the land of warriors. It has a huge number of ex-servicemen. Utilise the services of these force
veterans in disaster management.

Infrastructure Development
To adopt flood and landslide sustainable mechanism, the District Administration should involve the Border
Road Organisation for building roads and bridges, both belonging to National Highway Authority (NHAI) and
the State Highways and interior roads.
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Urban Planning
1. The Administration should initiate steps towards building safer and disaster resilient communities by partnering with the Government and non-government agencies in developing holistic, pro-active, multi-disaster,
technology-driven strategies for disaster risk reduction.
2. To initiate steps to mainstream disaster risk reduction in the urban development plan.
3. Steps need to be initiated to synchronise the central and state government’s flagship programs.
4. Considering the growing number of tourist influx into the district, it is essential to adopt a holistic town-planning norm for amenities such as educational and medical facilities, distribution services, police, civil defence,
home guards and fire services.
5. The District Administration should also keep a check and identify safe locations for parking, especially in
tourist areas and urban locations.
6. Disaster management plan should be implemented and monitored at ward level too.
7. The Karnataka Town and Country Planning Amendment Bill 2007 mentions in section 6 of the principal
states, indicating hazard proneness of the area. It is crucial to prepare an accurate map that indicates the hazard
prone areas, given the present land use in the jurisdictions.
8. Planning and adopting zoning ordinances that steer development away from areas subject to flooding and
land-slides is one of the pointers.
9. Zoning of land use for residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, recreation, educational and other
purposes have to be implemented keeping in view the natural hazard prone areas.
10. The Urban bodies and the District Administration should be in regular consultation with the GSI in development and planning.
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Urban / Rural Housing

1. There is a need for a reform in the process of permits issued to construction of buildings in order to ensure
safety of buildings against natural calamity. The State Housing Department should initiate steps in this direction.
2. Steps may also be needed to place mandatory guidelines for building and rebuilding of commercial, as well
as residential structures, both in urban as well as rural areas.
3. Set of guidelines may be formed in line with the National Building Code of India (NBC), a comprehensive
building Code. It is a national instrument providing guidelines for regulating the building construction activities across the country.
4. Safety audit of existing housing stock
5. Establish Technology Demonstration Units for public education and awareness
6. Certification of masons and creating database of master trainers
7. Strengthen compliance and enforcement procedures of local building laws in hazard prone areas
8. All agencies, both the Government and private, involved in construction and civil works, need to follow a
standard model code for sustainable housing, considering the series of natural calamities faced by the district.
Migration

1. As Kodagu district is witnessing a high labour influx from neighbouring districts and also from other states,
a detailed study of the socio-economic condition of the migrating labour community need to be conducted.
2. A policy needs to be in place with respect to low cost housing and rural habitat keeping agricultural and
non-agricultural labour in rural areas.
3. A joint effort from major investors, planters, corporate houses is the need of the hour to provide sustainable
and safe living areas to the labour community.
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Guidelines for Development in Hilly areas

1. As a good chunk of the Kodagu district live in the interior hilly areas, it is also needed to create special guidelines for development in these areas.
2. A consultation with the GSI officials in this regard is needed.
3. While creating these developmental guidelines, all the scientific reports received till date may be taken into
consideration.
4. No permission should be given to reconstruct in and around the areas affected by land-slides, both in 2018
and 2019.
Flood Plain management
1. Flood-plain management is the operation of a community program consisting of corrective and preventative measures for reducing flood damage. These measures take a variety of forms and generally include zoning,
sub-division, or building requirements, and special-purpose floodplain ordinances.
2. Floodplain management is a continuous process of making decisions about whether and how flood-plain
lands and water are to be used. It encompasses the choices made by owners of flood-plain homes and businesses, decisions made by officials at all levels of government, development plans made by owners of commercial
flood-prone land, and the judgment of farmers with pastures and fields stretching to the riverbanks.
3. The process also focuses the attention of decision makers on the relationship between human use and the
conservation of natural resources.
4. An immediate rejoinder should be to discourage settlements near river banks as they are more susceptible
to floods and also in the interior and hilly ridges that are difficult to reach out to, in the case of emergency.
5. Providing / encouraging the population to get insurance of dwelling houses to reduce the economic impact
on the people is also crucial.
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Forest Conservation
1. Kodagu forests are “Montane Grassland” and they are covered by frost and fire resistant, along with conservation of soil.
2. In addition to that, protection of valuable trees, the long root trees, are also essential, as these control the
erosion of soil.
3. To initiate a rigorous promotion campaign within the Kodagu district, particularly among the land owners
to plant indigenous trees.
4. It is crucial to curb forest encroachments, to help reduce the growing man-animal conflict.
5. To encourage participation of tribal and local community in forest protection.
6. NTFP collections to be conducted through the local society, helping in creation of job opportunities at the
local level.
Promotion of indigenous and scientific agriculture
1. Encourage the farming community to adopt indigenous and scientific farming.
2. As agriculture is the main income of this district, intense efforts need to be initiated towards cutting soil
erosion.
3. Agro-Forestry, a mixed culture of farming needs to be encouraged in the district. This provides strength to
the soil and also conserves the fauna and flora of the region.
Prevention of encroachments
1. There are complaints about land grabbing and encroachments in the forest as well as revenue land in the
district. The District Administration needs to initiate stringent action against encroachers.
2. The state government should stand by the officials to protect both forest and revenue land.
3. The state government should look into land grabbing as a serious issue and frame guidelines in order to
prevent such instances.
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School Safety
1. Development and dissemination of learning material on risk awareness,preparedness and preventive measures in school.
2. Curricula and integration of DRR modules in the regular training course of the Teachers Training Institutes.
3. Training in life saving skills such as first
and education administrators.

aid, search and rescue, swimming to school children, teachers

4. Prepare disaster preparedness plans and conduct mock drills at school.
Communication services
1. Training for and installation of HAM Radio’s in remote areas will enable immediate communication during
times of crisis.
2. Using the local mass media for disaster preparedness and management can be an efficient tool.
3. Training communities, villagers, SHGs and youth clubs in villages in establishing community radio’s can
prove beneficial.
4. The District Administration should encourage educational institutions and communities in the region to get
community radio license.
5. AIR, Prasar Bharati Board, UN organisations and universities can train population in order to run the community radio stations.
6. Village TV and/or Community TV run with the help of mobile apps may be encouraged in order to build a
strong communication network.
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Create Opportunities
As Kodagu has been affected socially, economically, culturally and morally due to this disaster, a comprehensive development plan for the region should be brought into place that includes all the aspects of the district
like tourism, travel, agriculture, education and jobs.

Structural
Reducing losses
1. Conduct survey of school safety with national and internationally experienced agencies.
2. Minor and major civil works in case of damage to school buildings need to be completed before the monsoon (during April and May).
3. Approach road to school premises need to be clearly demarcated.
4. New engineering technology assistance from technology and research institutes in the region may be sought
to plan risk free buildings.
5. There should be no compromise on the quality of civil and construction works.

Urban Planning
1. Construction of safe parking locations.
2. Survey and timely clearing of drains.
3. Hygiene and cleanliness as priority in urban localities.
4. Curb encroachments and illegal constructions.
5. Identification and marking of risk prone areas that help tourists to avoid visiting such areas.
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6. Safety audit of home stays, resorts, hotels, lodging and commercial complexes need to be conducted.
7. Display of evacuation chart in multi-story buildings.
8. Maintain high quality of civil and construction works with respect to roads, bridges, drainages or any other
government buildings.
9. Clear low-lying areas and river lines.
Infrastructure Development
1. Completion of construction of an over-bridge near Kaveri Triveni Sangama, Bhagamandala is the need of
the hour. This would help the administration to keep communication and supply chain open with people living
in higher ridges.
2. The crack that has appeared on Ayyppa Betta, Nehru Nagar should be filled preferably with impervious
material to reduce chances of water infiltration into the overburden material as per GSI suggestion.
3. Construct toe-wall with properly lined drainage at both cut slope below the road and above the road levels
while developing roads.
4. To increase toe support in unstable slopes, a retaining wall with weep holes may be provided in the near
vertical cut slope, cut behind the benches at every level in Nehru Nagar area as per GSI report.
5. Streams along ridges should be properly lined and maintained so that the water cannot percolate in to
the soil and pass downstream.
6. On the Virajpet-Hegala road slope grading, construction of retaining wall with weep holes, plantation /
vegetation on the slope need to be carried out as per GSI recommendation.
7. At Brahmagiri area in Tala Cauvery, the crack should be filled preferably with impervious material to
reduce chances of water infiltration into the overburden material at Brahmagiri in Tala Cauvery. Further Retaining wall with weep holes may be provided along the toe of the slope as per GSI recommendation.
8. The contour trenches should be filled with impervious material to avoid water storage and chances of
water infiltration into the overburden material in Brahmagiri area of Tala Cauvery.
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Flood Plain management
1. Mitigation practices, such as flood proofing or retrofitting a flood prone building, are equally beneficial to
reducing flood damages to the community.
2. Identification of flood prone areas and the concentration of human population in vulnerable flood prone
areas is a requirement.
3. Strengthen/construct embankments,flood walls and flood levels.
4. Drainage improvement/managementin order to avoid congestion.
5. In order to ensure the safety during calamity or severe rains and land slide, the government should display
alternate route maps along highways passing through the district.

Forest Conservation
1. Replantation of the grass in the valleys, as it provides support to control land from sliding by the rain.
2. Encourage agro-forestry, a mixed culture of agriculture, as this would also help in maintaining forest cover.

Prevent encroachments
Demarcate revenue and forest land with fencing.

School Safety
1. Upgradation of infrastructure on lines with disaster risk reduction plan
2. Specialm needs of vulnerable groups including disabled children in design of school building, amenities and
learning processes
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T

he report incorporated tools such as discussions, personal interviews with key informants, site- visits,
document study of assessment reports prepared by UNICEF, guidelines, weather reports and GSI maps,
reports from revenue department, administration, relief and rescue documents and review of academic
literature to gain insights about the instance and also to get a deeper field specific information. Deliberate
conversations with affected people in relief camps and around their partially destroyed homes were recorded.
Key informants were interviewed to gain specific insight into the issues. The interviews were structured around
their disaster experience, roles and responsibilities, involvement in relief and rehabilitation work in relation to
their domain.
Site visits involved viewing the site of calamity, in its post disaster situation. During the visit to the flood
affected areas, landslide sites and relief camps, informal interviews with the people working and living there
were conducted.
As noted earlier, the District Administration had planned extensively to face disaster in Madikeri and
Somwarpete Talukas in accordance with previous year’s experience. But in 2019, the disaster struck in the third
Taluka of Virajpete. The District Administration overcame the unexpected by putting its entire might at work.
As the CEO commented, “the preparedness was for Madikeri and Somwarpete, so we just had to implement
the plan in another location (Virajpete), everything else was in place.” Pre-proposed 24 hrs emergency contact numbers were activated, teams were despatched to locations and montoring was being done through
Whatsapp groups by the DC, CEO and SP. Warning notices were sent to every house, but voluntary evacuation
did not happen.
Rescue operations conducted on war footing involved evacuation of humans and livestock. Estate labourers,
daily wagers, auto and taxi drivers, masons live in the poorer parts of the villages. Their homes were built on
lands within 10 meters of the river and when the river water started rising, they had to be evacuated. With the
assistance of the local youth, the rafting clubs, NDRF, Police, Fire and other administrative teams, evacuation
efforts were seamless.
Safe evacuation was conducted and people were moved to relief camps. Depending on the facility available,
families were either allowed to stay together or divided on the basis of their gender. Harmony was maintained
in the camps. Health department allied with ASHA workers and Anganwadi members supported by NSS and
NCC cadets and local youth volunteers conducted the relief camp under the supervision of the nodal officers
and other administrative teams. Psycho-social counselling was given to the affected people and if they had
relatives who could house them, they were asked to move to the relatives houses.
On another side in Thora and Korangala, unexpected landslides washed away homes with people in them. Man
and machine worked to remove the debris and recover whatever could be salvaged. As on date, four persons
are reported as missing as their bodies are yet to be found. Survivors, family members, who were not on the
scene at the moment of the mishap continue to speak their narratives. Mental health counselling sessions has
been conducted for them.
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From the administration side, all efforts were made to glide through the disaster smoothly. Emotional health
of the administrators was given very high importance. Communication within and between the teams was
through Whatsapp, ensuring all people are informed uniformly. Media was given releases at the end of
everyday, the DC issuing a press note with the news about the disaster. Cash was issued to Tahshildars and
officers so that purchases can be processed smoothly and instantly. Banks were kept open and ATM’s were
loaded with cash.
As we see, the Kodagu Administration has evolved a culture of preparedness. With the lessons learnt in 2018,
the increased preparedness in 2019 facilitated in handling the situation. The heads at the helm of the District
Administration, the Police and the Taluka and Zilla Panchayat coordinated with each other very well due to
which all the services were in sync to face the calamity.
Disasters cause overwhelming fear among citizens that in turn increases the burden on the resources of
the state and District Administration’s operations. Also, many a times, people expect someone else, or the
administration to address their issues. When things go wrong, the District Administration is blamed.
Mobilizing people to care for themselves and others should be the first step in preparation. They should be
trained to respond to warnings/notice from the administration, plan for evacuation before the calamity strikes,
have personal plans for shelter, food and water. Such a preparation at personal level will reduce the financial,
physical and emotional impact.
Preparedness should be at each family level. This can be accomplished through government, non-government and disaster relief agencies like UNICEF collaboratively offer training to the citizens and distributing
appropriate IEC materials.
Residents in the disaster areas should become resources rather than feel as victims. This can be achieved
through training and integrating disaster management training into high school/college level activities, thus
normalising preparedness as a routine. Those who volunteer during the crisis should be formalised as groups
and recognised as partners. When involved in training, they will be better equipped to cope with disasters.
Such ready teams within the villages can assist administration in an organised manner. This process will
accommodate prepared teams within each Zilla and Taluka Panchayat. Creating self preparedness at the ground
level will ensure quick response in case of crisis.
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Lessons learnt
•

CCTV cameras to be installed in relief material godowns at Taluka level

•

An eligible beneficiary list for new houses/ land to be given should be prepared in descending order of
damage extent to their houses and be made public so that new land, houses can be allotted when available
in a transparent manner.

•

During assessment of house and crop losses, the application-cum-inspection report shouldn’t contain the
compensation amount as it is dependent on the decision of the central, state govt and is subject to change.
So only information like type of house, extent of damage in percent, type of crop, extent of damage should
be filled.

•

Computer systems and power backup facility ought to be serviced well in time to ensure quick data entry.
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Scope and purpose

Priorities for Action

Substantially reduce
disaster damage to critical
infrastructure and disruption
of basic services, among
them health and educational
facilities, including through
developing their resilience
by 2030

Substantially increase the
number of countries with
national and local disaster
risk reduction strategies
by 2020

Substantially enhance
international cooperation
to developing countries
through adequate and
sustainable support to
complement their national
actions for implementation
of this framework by 2030

Priority 2
Strengthening disaster risk governance
to manage disaster risk

Priority 3
Investing in disaster risk reduction for
resilience

Substantially increase the
availability of and access
to multi-hazard early
warning systems and
disaster risk information
and assessments to people
by 2030

Priority 4
Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective
response, and to «Build Back Better» in
recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction

There is a need for focused action within and across sectors by States at local, national, regional and global levels in the following four priority areas.

Reduce direct disaster
economic loss in relation
to global gross domestic
product
(GDP) by 2030

Targets

Prevent new and reduce existing disaster risk through the implementation of integrated and inclusive economic,
structural, legal, social, health, cultural, educational, environmental, technological, political and institutional
measures that prevent and reduce hazard exposure and vulnerability to disaster, increase preparedness for
response and recovery, and thus strengthen resilience

Goal

The substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and health and in the economic, physical,
social, cultural and environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and countries

Expected outcome

The present framework will apply to the risk of small-scale and large-scale, frequent and infrequent, sudden and
slow-onset disasters, caused by natural or manmade hazards as well as related environmental, technological
and biological hazards and risks. It aims to guide the multi-hazard management of disaster risk in
development at all levels as well as within and across all sectors.

Substantially reduce the
number of affected people
globally by 2030, aiming
to lower the average
global figure per 100,000
between 2020-2030
compared to 2005-2015

Priority 1
Understanding disaster risk

Substantially reduce
global disaster mortality
by 2030, aiming to lower
average per 100,000
global mortality between
2020-2030 compared to
2005-2015

www.preventionweb.net/go/sfdrr
www.unisdr.org
isdr@un.org

Chart of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030
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Prime Minister’s 10 Point agenda for Disaster Risk Reduction
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has outlined a 10-point agenda for efforts towards disaster risk reduction, in an
address he delivered at the Asian Ministerial Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held in New Delhi in November
2016. This is the exerts from his speech.
First, all development sectors must imbibe the principles of disaster risk management. This will ensure that all
development projects – airports, roads, canals, hospitals, schools, bridges – are built to appropriate standards and
contribute to the resilience of communities they seek to serve. Over the next couple of decades, most of the new
infrastructure in the world will come up in our region. We need to ensure that we build it to best available standards of
disaster safety. This is a smart strategy, which pays off in the long term.
All our public expenditure must take into account risk considerations. In India, the ‘housing for all’ programme and
‘smart cities’ initiative represent such opportunities. India will work with other partner countries and stakeholders to
build a coalition or centre for promoting disaster resilient infrastructure in the region. This will help generate new
knowledge for hazard risk assessment, disaster resilient technologies and mechanisms for integrating risk reduction in
infrastructure financing.
Second, work towards risk coverage for all – starting from poor households to small and medium enterprises to multinational corporations to nation states. Currently, in most countries of the region, penetration of insurance is limited to
only middle and upper-middle income groups. We need to think big and also think innovatively. States have an important
role in not just regulating but also encouraging coverage for those who need it the most. In India, we have taken bold
steps to ensure financial inclusion and risk insurance for the poorest. The Jan Dhan Yojana has brought millions of
people into the banking system. The Suraksha Bima Yojana provides risk insurance to millions who need it the most. We
have launched the Fasal Bima Yojana, which will provide risk cover to millions of farmers. These are the basic building
blocks of resilience at the household level.
Third, encourage greater involvement and leadership of women in disaster risk management. Women are
disproportionately affected by disasters. They also have unique strengths and insights. We must train a large number
of women volunteers to support special needs of women affected by disasters. We need women engineers, masons and
building artisans supporting reconstruction, and women self help groups assisting livelihood recovery.
Fourth, invest in risk mapping globally. For mapping risks related to hazards such as earthquakes we have widely
accepted standards and parameters. Based on these, in India, we have mapped seismic zones, with five as highest seismic
risk and two as low risk. For disaster risk related to other hazards such as chemical hazards, forest fires, cyclones,
different types of floods, we need to evolve similar globally accepted risk categories. This will help us ensure that we
have a common understanding of the nature and severity of disaster risks in different parts of the world.
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Fifth, leverage technology to enhance the efficiency of our disaster risk management efforts. An e-platform that brings
together organizations and individuals and helps them map and exchange expertise, technology and resources would go
a long way in maximizing our collective impact.
Sixth, develop a network of universities to work on disaster issues. After all, universities have social responsibilities too.
Over the first five years of the Sendai Framework, we should develop a global network of universities working together
on problems of disaster risk management. As part of this network, different universities could specialize in multidisciplinary research on disaster issues most relevant to them. Universities located in coastal areas could specialize in
managing risks from coastal hazards, and the ones located in the hill cities could focus on mountain hazards.
Seventh, utilize the opportunities provided by social media and mobile technologies. Social media is transforming
disaster response. It is helping response agencies in quickly organizing themselves, and enabling citizens to connect
more easily with authorities. In disaster after disaster, affected people are using social media to help each other. We must
recognize the potential of social media and develop applications for all aspects of disaster risk management.
Eighth, build on local capacity and initiative. The task of disaster risk management, particularly in rapidly growing
economies, is so huge that formal institutions of the state can at best be instrumental in creating the enabling conditions.
Specific actions have to be designed and implemented locally. Over the last two decades, most community based efforts
have been confined to disaster preparedness and contingency planning for the short term. We need to expand the scope of
community based efforts and support communities to identify local risk reduction measures and implement them. Such
efforts reduce risk and create opportunities for local development and sustainable livelihoods. Localization of disaster
risk reduction will also ensure that we make the most of traditional best practices and indigenous knowledge.
Response agencies need to interact with their communities, and make them familiar with the essential drill of disaster
response. For example, if a local fire service visits one school in its area every week, it would sensitize thousands of
children over a period of one year.
Ninth, ensure that the opportunity to learn from a disaster is not wasted. After every disaster there are papers and reports
on lessons learnt that are rarely applied. Often the same mistakes are repeated. We need a more vibrant and visual system
of learning. The United Nations could start an international competition of documentary films that record disaster
events, their scale, and relief, rehabilitation, reconstruction and recovery afterwards.
Post-disaster recovery is an opportunity to not just ‘build back better’ in terms of physical infrastructure, but also in
terms of improved institutional systems for managing risk. For this we need to put in place systems that can quickly
provide risk assessments. India will work with partner countries and multilateral development agencies to establish a
facility for technical support to post-disaster reconstruction of houses.
And finally, bring about greater cohesion in international response to disasters. In the aftermath of a disaster, disaster
responders pour in from all over the world. This collective strength and solidarity could be enhanced further if we work
under a common umbrella. The United Nations could think of a common logo and branding under which all those who
are helping with relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction operate.
( source : pmindia.gov.in posted Nov 3, 2016)
https://www.pmindia.gov.in/en/news_updates/pms-address-at-asian-ministerial-conference-on-disaster-risk-reduction/
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Somwarper
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Somwarper

Madikeri
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Somwarper
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Somwarper
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0
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0
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0
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0
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7
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0

0

0

0
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4
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1

1
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Total No of Punarvasathi No of Punarvasathi
kendra
kendra Closed
Cummulativ
Cummulativ
Today
Today
e
e

10

9

1

0

17

13

1

3

23

15

4

4

35

22

6

7

39

23

7

9

42

24

7

11

44

25

7

12

46

27

7

12

Total No of
Remaining
Punarvasathi
kendra

1148

917

231

0

2472

1855

231

386

4319

2503

1266

550

6688

4179

1576

933

6466

3847

1614

1005

6549

3815

1614

1120

6802

3810

1644

1348

6637

3645

1644

1348

Total Inmates

537

440

97

0

1125

820

97

208

2100

1195

598

307

3350

2094

749

507

3270

1953

769

548

3291

1919

769

603

3437

1927

783

727

3339

1829

783

727

Male

611

477

134

0

1347

1035

134

178

2219

1308

668

243

3338

2085

827

426

3196

1894

845

457

3258

1896

845

517

3365

1883

861

621

3298

1816

861

621

Female

5

4

1

0

11

7

1

3

15

9

2

4

19

9

6

4

22

11

6

5

27

11

11

5

33

14

11

8

29

10

11

8

Children
below 1 year

1

0

1

0

2

0

1

1

4

0

3

1

9

0

8

1

9

0

8

1

12

0

9

3

11

0

6

5

11

0

6

5

No of
Preganant
Women

72

53

19

0

133

89

19

25

283

136

73

74

395

196

91

108

386

168

95

123

374

156

95

123

429

158

132

139

462

191

132

139

No of senior
citicen

8

7

1

0

12

9

1

2

19

11

3

5

25

16

4

5

28

16

5

7

28

17

5

6

33

19

5

9

33

19

5

9

9

8

1

0

19

13

1

5

24

15

3

6

32

20

3

9

36

20

4

12

36

18

4

14

35

16

4

15

40

21

4

15

72

40

32

0

142

65

32

45

209

80

121

8

363

173

179

11

347

195

141

11

368

269

90

9

452

366

79

7

355

269

79

7

Doctors Name
No of Staff How many are
& Contact
sick
Nurse
Numbers

Kodagu District Health & Famly Welfare Department - Daily Reporting of Nature Calamites

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Drugs

Inspection of food
and Envuronmnet
cleanliness

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Yes in all the Center Yes in all the Center

Measures taken for
Disinfection
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17-08-2019

16-08-2019

15-08-2019

14-08-2019

13-08-2019

12-08-2019

11-08-2019

10-08-2019

09-08-2019

08-08-2019

Date

22
35
14
22
38
14
432

1
5
0
0
3
0
76

Madikeri
Virajpet
Somwarpet
Madikeri
Virajpet
Somwarpet

Total

14

3

Somwarpet

21
30

0

Madikeri

11

1

1

Somwarpet

29

21

10

22

19

9

20

14

8

11

12

7

4

10

1

2

7

0

2

3

Virajpet

7

2

Madikeri

Virajpet

1

Somwarpet

5

Madikeri
2

1

Somwarpet

Virajpet

9

2

Madikeri

Virajpet

1

Somwarpet

2

Madikeri
7

6

Somwarpet

Virajpet

2

3

Madikeri

Virajpet

1

Somwarpet

4

Madikeri
2

0

Somwarpet

Virajpet

2

3

Virajpet

Madikeri

Taluk

197

1
22
0
0
16
0

12

1

0

2

21

4

2

2

9

2

17

5

3

21

6

9

5

19

2

0

10

0

6

0

1060

54
95
32
54
111
32

32

73

53

20

72

53

18

51

49

16

49

40
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Annexure 9

Roles and Responsibilities and SoPs (Standard Operating Procedures) for
Disaster Management
Steps in Preparation of Preparedness Plan weaving
Steps

Who are involved

How is it to be done

Reviewing of the DC, AC, Tahasildar, CEO ZP, •
existing Situation and all the district level officers
of different departments such •
as Police, Home Guards, Fire, •
Factories and Boilers, Agriculture,
Industries, PWD, Irrigation etc.,
Community, Elected chairpersons,

Past history of disasters to be studied and
documented
Extent of severity and damage to be recorded
The nature and extent of rescue and restoration
done to be revisited

S i t u a t i o n All the District Officers of Line
Analysis
Departments such as Revenue,
Agriculture, PWD, Irrigation,
ZP, NGOs, CBOs, Community
representatives,
elected
representatives etc.

•

Mapping the geography and topography of the risk
prone areas Taluka-wise
Demographic details to be recorded
Mapping of the habitation in the affected areas
Mapping of natural resources
Listing of all properties and livelihoods
Mapping of infrastructure

Hazard Analysis

Do

•

Identification of Hazards in Mandya district based
on the past history and records

Vu l n e r a b i l i t y Do
Analysis

•
•

Location of vulnerable areas on the map
Identification of vulnerable people such as the
elderly, the disabled, children and pregnant women,
families living in unsafe houses
Identification of all the properties such as crops,
houses, livestock, weak structures, plantations,
infrastructure facilities etc., likely to be affected

•
•
•
•
•

•
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C a p a c i t y Do
Analysis

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of resources which may help to reduce
the risks to life and property
Identification of safe houses and buildings
Identification of hospitals and health facilities
which could help
Safe routes for evacuation
Sources of Funds to carry out the activities
Availability of local skills, personnel, community,
officers, officials, NGOs, CBOs, Private and other
sources that may come to help in disaster related
activities

Role of District Administration
In anticipation of any disaster, the District Administration has taken various precautionary measures. The district control
room has been set up. Taluka level control rooms are set up under the supervision of Tahasildar. The vulnerable areas
and points such as breaching of river and canal embankments, maintaining the rain gauge stations, recording of rainfall
and submission of rain fall reports, Installation of communication system such as wireless/walkie-talkie, VHF stations,
telephone lines, HAM radio are in order. Arrangements such storage of food, medicines, fodder, safe shelters etc., are
properly planned. The Government officers and all those involved in disaster management are apprised about the tasks
to initiated pre, during and post disaster periods.

Formation of District Disaster Management Authority
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub section(1) to (3) of section 25 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005 ( Central
Act 53 of 2005), the State Government has constituted the District Disaster Management Authority in the district with
the following as chairperson and members of the authority namely;
1. Deputy Commissioner of the District concerned
Chairperson
2. President of the Zilla Panchayat of the District concern
Co-chairperson
3. Chief Executive Officer of the Zilla Panchayat of the District
Member
4. Superintendent of Police of the district
Member
5. District health officer of the district
6. Executive Engineer of the Zilla Panchayat of the district
7. Joint Director of the Agriculture
8. Assistant Commissioner of the district head quarter
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District Control Room (DCR)
Following the important Three C’s i.e. Command, Control and Communication for effective response in an emergency,
we will be able to minimize the hardships of the community and improve the quality of the process of recovery. This
control room will be able to provide timely, supported and well thought of interventions to the grass root staff as well as
volunteers as it will be the hub of three C’s.

Purpose of the DCR:
The District Control Room under the control of Deputy Commissioner will operate round the clock and will be the nerve
center to
•
•
•

Monitor
Co-ordinate
Implement the actions/activities for Disaster Management.

In a disaster time the District Control Room will operate under the central authority of the DC, exercising emergency
power to issue directives to all departments to provide emergency response service. He will also co-ordination with the
State Response Machinery like: State Disaster Management Authority/Disaster Management Department for appropriate
support and smooth flow of information. The Control Room is manned round the clock.

Prevention and Response Strategies
Officers are responsible to ensure proper preventive and response measures before the disaster (in anticipation), during
the disaster(concurrent stage) and after disaster(post disaster stage). These measures are integrated into the preparedness
and response plan. The mechanism for co-ordination, monitoring and supervision of prevention, rescue and relief
operations are clearly specified.
The respective sugar cane industries and other industries and all the private factories have prepared their on-site disaster
management plan as per the Factories Act.
Weak points in the river embankments which require constant watch at the time of monsoon. The Irrigation Department
is ready with the plan to face any eventuality of breaching of reservoirs, embankments etc., which may result in flood.
EE has been instructed to keep the channels/nalas clean for free flow of water before the onset of monsoon.
The Department of Agriculture is ready with contingency plan for crop loss or drought situations. Pests and fertilizers
are available during any disaster situation. Field staff are alert to help the farmers to protect their crop.
The Forest Department has got plan for prevention of forest fire or any kind risks due to vulnerability of any kind to
forest in the district.
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Rescue and Relief
Rescue work will be taken up by the local police, home-guards, fire force along with local villagers and volunteers.
In case severe distress due to natural calamities like high flood or earthquake, emergent relief such as temporary shelter,
rice, dal, potato, salt, kerosene, matchboxes, toothpaste, soap, milk, clothing, blanket etc., will be arranged from the
identified traders and sources.

Fodder
Fodder of at least 1 Kg/animal per day up to maximum of 3 days will be stocked and provided. The Revenue
and Veterinary officers will be in charge.

Post Disaster Measures
1.
2.
3.
4.

Damage Assessment by the respective officers
Immediate restoration of infrastructure facilities
It is to be examined if labour intensive works are required be undertaken to provide labour in the affected pockets
Disposal of carcasses to be immediately taken up to prevent epidemics by the Deputy Director/AD of Veterinary
Department

5. DHO will take immediate steps for disinfection of drinking water sources
6. Supplying potable water will be taken up by the Local Bodies

Post Disaster Evaluation Measures:
Private properties and properties of the Government under different departments are also damaged by the Natural
Calamity. Assessment in such cases has to be done quickly by the officers.

Assessment of Crop damage:
District Agriculture Officer such as Joint Director or Deputy Director or Assistant Director will have to undertake
immediate survey of the damages as outline below:
a) Area covered under different groups
b) Approximate loss of crops
c) Cropping pattern, Rabi or Khariff
d) Requirements of seeds, seedlings, fertilizers, pesticides etc., to be assessed
e) It is to be examined if seeds/seedlings can be supplied to the affected cultivators at subsidized rates
f) Availability of seeds/seedlings etc., and procurement of pump-sets
g) Funds needed, funds available and not additional requirement of
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Rehabilitation:
House damage in the wake of major disaster in the rural areas presents a serious problem. As these houses are generally
mud built with thatched roof, the worst sufferers are the economically backward people who normally reside in vulnerable
prone areas of these villages. Rehabilitations schemes are undertaken to provide housing to as many people as possible
after a devastating disasters. Such houses are either to be located on the land allotted by the government or in their own
safe land.
 Taluka Panchayat Oficer and Engineers could visit the sites suitable for housing purposes in a village during normal
times and if the people living in vulnerable prone areas are willing to shift to new sites. They can obtain their
willingness in writing and furnish such lists to the AC/DC.
 The house shall be built according to the requirement of beneficiaries and their pattern of living subject to financial
limitation. The people must involve themselves in the housing programme.
 For this purpose, facilities available under Ashraya, Indira Awaas Yojana Schemes etc., should be availed of.

Restoration:
The restoration programme may involve two stages of works. In the first stage some repairs are immediately necessary
to avoid further deterioration for making the works worthy for immediate use. Restoration of communication power
supply, hospital facilities, water and sanitary arrangements are some of the programme, which may come under this
category. The concerned departments of government may lay down priorities in the restoration programme having
regard to the necessary and availability of funds.

1.

Executive Engineer PWD,
DCF Forest Department

They will take steps for clearance of fallen trees and Departmental
buildings from the roads for free movement of vehicles etc.
Immediate repair of roads and bridges be taken up.

2.

BSNL

Immediate restoration of Telephone

3.

DD of Veterinary Dept.

Removal and disposal of carcasses, vaccination, cattle treatment,
supply of fodder etc.

4.

DHO

Disinfection of water sources & treatment etc.

5.

Agriculture Department

Treatment of saline inundation fields. Supply of seeds in area where
crop has been damaged.

6.

KUWS & DB, Municipality

Repair of damaged tube wells/installation of new tube wells.

7.

KPTCL

Immediate restoration of power lines.
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Media coverage of the disaster
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